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Marco
Pefia,
Katie
Campbell and Tommy Shavers
are preparing for their administration, beginning a stron.g
transition for their newly
elected positions.
Peiia said he, Campbell
and Shavers will be working.
closely with current officers,
and the PCS administration
will officially begin May 8.
One of the first items the
new administration would like
to implement is community·
involvement.
"We really want to start
working with tlie community
and Chamber o,f Commerce,"
Peiia said. "Our administration will try to strengthen the
bond between UCF and the
community, with help from
the community relations director."
Peiia said they also want
to start planning the Provide a
Ride program, which would
bus students from local bars
and clubs to UCF if they are
unable to drive themselves.
"We still need to look into
the situation and see how
much everything will cost,

PH<YfO BY ADAM SHIVER

UCF football player Albert Snyder directs a student to the voting booth
during student government elections. Snyder was assisting the PCS lic:ket
campaign.
how we can make it cost effective and where the funds will
come from." He added, "We
would like to find ·companies
who would sponsot and a$ist
us in this service."
Another important issue

for the PCS administration is
strengthening ties with the
athletic program. "We want to
keep athletes and the athletic
departme.nt involved with

The PCS administration is
currently accepting applications
for 2001-2002 Cabinet positions.
Applications can be picked up in
the Student Government office
and are due April 20. Each position requires I0-20 hours of work
per week. Some positions are paid.
The following positions are
available: Comptroller, Attorney
General, Judicial Advisor, Director
of Governmental Affairs, Director
of Community Relations, Dirl;!ctor
of Public Relations, Director of
Promotions,
Director
of
Technology, Director of Campus
Agencies, Director of Campus
Life, Director of Multicultural
Affairs, Director of Pride and
Tradition and Director of Athletic
Involvement.

BETTER, Page A-3

Despite low voter
turnout, the PCS tic:ket
look more than 50
perc:enl of the vole to
win student elections.

PHOTO BY
ADAM SHIVER

)>o you have what it takes to be Knig tro?
AMY PAVUK
STAFF WRITER

•

Auditions will be held April
13-14 for UCF's exciting, crowdQUmping mascot, Knightro.
Team Knightro is looking for
three energetic students to serve
during the 2001-2002 year. The
students would be expected to
work at sporting events,.and must
attend 10 on-campus and 10 off<.:'hmpus events.

Tryouts for 2001-2002 mascot being held
What does it take to be
Knightro? Jay Lovelace, Team
Knightro coach, said, "Someone
with a sense of humor is a must."
Also, Knightro must be quick-witted and have some athletic ability.
During auditions, students
perform a series of non-vocal
improvisation skits. Lovelace cited
an example: ''They would be given
a scenario to act out. Then, a part-

"learn the ancient secrets of
Knightro." During the school year,
ner would enter and have to figure practices are lead by Lovelace, and
out what the person is doing. Once consist of one hour each week.
they figure out what's going on, ·
A prided trait of being
they have to assist them in acting." Knightro is the ability to play in
Another test during auditions character,
Lovelace
said.
is creative prop usage. ''The stu- Students must act-out the chardent may be given a roll of toilet acter so well, that people don't
paper or tennis racquet, and have realize there is more than one
to use the props in different ways." person playing Knightro.
Once the students are chosen,
they attend a mascot camp to
KNIGHTRO, Page A-3

Faculty and Students honored at Founder's Day
DEBRA PREZIOSO
STAFF WRJFER

Faculty and students alike were recognized
for exceptional performance and excellence at
tne annual Founder's Day Honors Convocation
in the Pegasus Ballroom April 4. Professors
expressing superior teaching methods in both
Ufidergraduate and graduate levels received
recognition in addition to students displaying
extraordinary leadership and academic ability.
:it' ardees ·were chosen by non:unations and

evaluation from teachers and students. The ceremony featured the UCF Brass Knights and the
Madrigal Singers, the latter directed by David
Brunner of the UCF Music Faculty, who in 1995 ·
was also awarded the undergraduate teaching
award.
The highest teaching award available at the
university is the Pegasus Professor award. This
prestigious award was given to two professors
this year, specifically Peter Delfyett, Jr. in
CREOL and Jose Fernandez in the College -0f
Arts and Sciences. Each professor was given a

Pegasus statue and a $5000 award.
Teaching awards included the College
Awards for Excellence in Undergraduate
Teaching, which honored Charles E. Hughes
with the University Award, and Graduate
Teaching. which honored Narsingh Deo, both in
the College of Engineering and Computer
Science.
Awards for Excellence in Faculty and
Professional Academic Advising went to Valerie
1
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. Golden Key wins regional awards in Ft. Myers
and a member of the Orlando Golden Key
STAFF WRITER
Alurrini Chapter.
"We always make it a point that if we
On March 23 - 25, UCF's chapter of can't have a large presence at an event fo
Golden Key International Honor Society _ at least have an active presence," UCF
• attended the 2001 Southeastern Regional Golden Key President Ryan Stiner said.
Conference in Fort Myers Beach, winning
UCF earned another award at the conthe region's Most Spirited and Unity ference, as advisor Jill Ziegenfuss won
~ award.
Best New Advisor of the Year. According
The conference included Golden Key to Stiner, the success of UCF's chapter is
chapters from Florida, Georgia and the largely due to Ziegenfuss's guidance.
• Virgin Islands. Ten representatives from
"Jill is not just an advisor," Stiner
UCF traveled to the conference, including said. "She's much more of an active memseven chapter officers, the chapter advisor ber. She ensured that things were getting
ELISSA JACOB

done, and she acted as a liaison between
our chapter and the national headquarters."
Julie Holdsworth, vice president of
UCF Golden Key, agreed that Ziegenfuss
is a strong component in the chapter's suecess.
"Jill's always been great at helping
with our induction ceremonies and past
events,"" Holdsworth said. "She always
makes herself available and is always
there to jump in when we need her."
Also at the conference, Golden- Key
Service Director L~rrajne Weinstock, a

. Knightro gets travel, scholarship
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Lovelace said being Knightro has
many benefits. Students are paid
through a scholarship, "which is definitely enough to pay for books."
Also, Knightro attends some away
games. "You travel for free, and
are fad and housed while away."
Videotapes of Knightro in-action
are entered into national mascot
ccimpetitions. _''We have placed
very high in the past." Lovelace
said UCF has one of the best mascots entered in the competitions.
-Students interested in auditioning for
Knightro
must
e-mail
teamknightro@yahoo.com for details .
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Better community
··relations _on agenda
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• Fully furnished spacious •Individual (private)
3 and 4 bedroom units
bathrooms available
• Individual leases for
your financial protection
Each unit provides:
• fullsize washer and dryer
•microwave
•garbage disposal
• dishwasher
• refrigerator with icemaker
•range
• miniblinds

~

campus activities." He said
activities such as pep -rallies
would begin to unite students
and promote school spirit
among a.thletes and the student
body.
Pefia wants students to

,'iflttu?es

.. .a....

• computer lab
• fitness center
• sand volleyball court
•clubhouse
·
•picnic areas & barbecue grills
• 2 sparkling pools
•beauffful/akesidesetting
•gazebo area
• fax service available

•Study desk in every bedroom
•All bedrooms prewired to
allow for two phone lines
.),M·\)
()···~().

0-\,
!?s
+··+... .
:·.~ :-:.:

Other Floorplans Available

know the Student Government
has an open door policy.
"Students can come to the
office with any questions or
issues," he said. Beginning
May 8, students can contact
Pefia directly, at (407) 8232193.

<
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Jnternational Student fashion
~shoW to shoWcase diversity
i'

.

.

~

CASEY MCCORKLE
STAFF WRifER

• Private balconies available

•

UCF senior, and floldsworth, also a
senior, were among those who presented
workshops for the other chapters to
attend.
UCF Golden Key is submitting a bid
to host the 2002 Southeastern Regional
Conference.
With over 800 student members,
Golden Key is UCF's largest student organization on campus. Because affiliation in
Golden Key is a lifetime membership,
members can become part of the Orlando
Golden Key Alumni Chapter after graduation.
-·f.·' , •

The International Student
Association will host its annual
International Fashion show April
12 from 8-10 p.m. at the Holiday
Inn Select across from UCF.
The International Fashion
Show is a not-for-profit event
focused on highlighting different
cultures around the world. In a
statement released by the organization, the board members
announced that the show's purpose is to " . . . celebrate the
diversity of many cultures
through the beauty of fashion"
and is accomplished by
" ... showcasing cultural clothes
and presenting outfits that reflect
the current trends." UCF students
and members of the community
will model the ethnic apparel
donated by select sponsoring
department stores located in

"

.

Orlando.
However, according to
Gabor Kolic, public relations for
the ISA, the fashion show is "not
just international" but will also
represent the culture surrounding
the UCF community. All students are invited to attend the
fashion show, which is free and
open to any person interested in
learning and celebrating culture.
The annual show, organized
by the ISA, has been in existence
for two years and attracted large
audiences.
"Three hundred
guests is what we are expecting,"
said Kolic.
As in the past, ISA will partner with E.P.C.O.T., which provides diverse models and talent
for a portion of the evening.
Along with showcasing cultural
fashion trends, the show will also
feature live entertainment and
performances including a seg-~:~t _designated for dancmg.~ .

-News Brie/s--
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UCF Committee reviewing the
Golden Rule
The Office of Student Rights and
Responsibilities is forming a committee
that will review and recommend
changes to the UCF Golden Rule. This
committee will review proposals for
changes from around the University,
make their own proposals and will
effectively give UCF Students a say in
any changes that go into effect this
coming academic year.
Meeting times will be set from
within the committee and will be flexible. Interested students can call
Benjamin
Mongioi
at
bmongioi@mail. ucf.edu.

CFF FILE PHOTO

Attendance was high at this year's Relay for
Life.
Relay for Life raises over $100,000
The American Cancer Society
Relay for Life held on March 23 and 24

at the UCF Arena track raised net proceeds of $175,000.
Self-defense program offered
A nationally recognized selfdefense program for females is being
offered on campus during the first part
of April. The three-part program introduces personal safety techniques and
provides simulation exercises in a controlled environment to enable participants to build confidence in their ability to counter an attack. The first session will be held from 1:30-5:30 p.m.
on Tuesday, April 10, in the Human
Resources Training Room, UTC 360.
The second and third sessions are
scheduled for the two following
evenings-April 11and12-from 5:309:30 p.m. in the UCF Arena, Room 150.
Those completing all three sessions
earn certification. Sponsored by the
UCF ~olice Department, the program is
open to all female faculty, staff and students at no cost. To reserve a space,
please call HR Training & Development
at 823-0440.
WNSC to host Easter Egg Hunt
Find plastic Easter eggs hidden on
campus around the residence halls,
reflection pond, Student Union, library
and bookstore all day Monday, April
16.
Inside the plastic eggs will be certificates redeemable for prizes. Prizes

will be available for pick up during that
day at the WNSC table outside the
Student UnioQ or during the week in
Comm 238.
Blood bank coming back for more
A blood drive is being held in front
of the Student Union on Tuesday, April
10 and Wedµesday, April 11 from 10
a.m.-5:30 p.m. The blood drive will
also be taking place inside of the
Student Union in the Cape Florida
Ballroom from 1 la.m.-5 p.m. on both
days.
WKCF WB 18 will be providing
giveaways from shows along with
signed WB merchandise. There will be
a drawing for a Jen sen CD/AM/FM car
stereo with speakers and also a drawing
for four annual Sea World passes. There
will also be prizes from 102Jamz.

CENTER

•

April 9, Cedar Key 223
April 16, Cedar Key 223
April 23, Cedar Key 223
April 30, Health Center Classroom
May 7, Pegasus Ballroom C
May 14, Cedar Key 223
May 21, Cedar Key 223
May 28, Memorial Day, TBA
June 4, Cedar Key 223
June I I, Health Center Classroom
June 18, Cedar Key 223
June 25,TBA
July 2, Cedar Key 223
July 9, TBA
July 16,TBA
July 23,TBA
July 30,TBA

Student Government meetings avail- ,
able online
Student Government meetings can
For more information contact
now be heard online and liye Thursday Bonnie at brferg@aol.com or visit OA's
nights starting at 7 p.m. These meetings website at www.oa.org.
will
be
available
on
Contributing
- . -w
www.Knightcast.org.
If you have information or a brief
Overeaters Anonymous available on
you would like to contribute to
campus
the The Central Florida Future, e-mail
Come to a meeting of Overeaters it to editor@UCFfuture.com or log on
Anonymous, Mondays at 5: 15-6:30 to www.UCFfuture.com and . click on
p.m. in the Student Union.
'Letter to the Editor.'
The ONLY requirement for memCompiled from wire and staff reports.

!~;Coming Wednesday, April
RESOURCE

bership is a desire to stop eating compulsively. All eating disorders are welcome.
Spring/Summer 2001 meeting
schedule:

e

18,2001 !~;
•

·

The Un1vers1ty of Central Florida's

RESOURCE

CENTER

,..

i

EDUCATION
JOB FAIR

Main' Campus Education Gymnasium
A CHANCE FOR STUDENTS
TO DISCUSS CAREER

OPPORTUNITIES WITH
SCHOOL OFFICIALS

WEDNESDAY, -APRIL 18, 2001

9:00 am To 1:00 pm

SPONSORED BY THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND
THE UCF CAREER RESOURCE CENTER

April 11, 2001 •

www.UCFfuture.com
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Student theses also recognized
FROM PAGE A-1

Pegasus Professorship winners

•

1993 as -Black'''Engineef of
and he ·won the
The . second annual Outstanding '
Alumnus
Pegasus Professorship . has Achievement award in 2000.
been" awMdecJ to two~ Qut-- "lirecoggjzetfli~as o.pepf tbe "
standing faculty, Peter top honQrs J ~'Ve received;"
Delfyett Jr., associate profes- said: Delfyett:, "I'm ye:ry

•

•

II

•
•

•

U.S.
Black~
Engineer
Magazine honored him in

PAUL WILSON &
TRISTAN DEVRIES
STAFF WRITERS ·

Browne-Krimsley, Manoj Chopra and Margaret Orr.
The Founder's Scholar Awards for Excellence in
Academic Performance student awards were given to
those that had completed at least 75 hours of community
service, 30 of those at UCF, and maintained GPAs that
place them in the top one percent of undergraduates within their respective colleges. Student awards also included
Exceptional Ability and Performance in a Particular Area
of study. Students in LEAD Scholars, University Honor
Societies, University Honors and Honors in the Major
were also recognized by President Hitt.
Exceptional student theses were also recognized, the
top three receivmg monetary awards. Ingrid DunnStanley and William K. McDowell tied for first place
with their respective theses The Neurofibromatosis Type
2 Gene Product, Merline, Binds Directly to the
Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor ErbB2, and
Comparison of Handoff Preferential reservation Schemes
for Wireless ATM and IP Networks. In second place was
Nadine Hosni with Mediation Framing and its Affect on
Two-Party Negotiation Outcomes.
Faculty with twenty years of service were awarded
with a medallion and those with thirty years were given a
watercolor of the library, the first building at UCF, as it
first appeared. Retiring and retired faculty returned and
were also recognized.

the Year
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DEBRA PREZIOSO
STAFF WRITER

UCF assumed responsibility for the downtown Orlando arts campus as a greater addition to
the university's cultural and theatrical productions March 6. It will be responsible for recreating and running the Florida Center for the Arts
and Education that will take $165.55 million to
create. The new center will be the home of the
new master's degree program in fine arts. The
building will include a 2,000-seat Lyric Theatre,
a smaller 400-seat theater, a 260-seat music
recital hall and a 200-seat drama studio, which
the university hopes to have the center completed
by 2004.
Former Disney executive Richard A. Nunis is
_shairing the production as the UCF Foundation
makes this new center the main objective in its
current capital campaign. Robert Holmes, chief
executive officer of the UCF Foundation and UCF
vice president for the development and alumni
affairs believes that this integration with Nunis
will serve as the "next logical step in making the
Florida Center a reality."
President Hitt views this move as the next
step in its mission to expand the university as a
metropolitan research school.
"The Florida Center for the Arts ap.d
Education will fulfill an important educational
mission, whi_le also serving the larger community
and region in the cultural and entertainment

Sorority Recruitm.ent Registration
Univer8ity of Central Florida
2001

•

•

ioud

and

'in¥oived \.vit

Center another
step in UCF's
•
expansion

Social Security# _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Personal Information

BEATTHE RVSH!
University of Central Flotkla . Sototity
Rectuitment 2001
August14-19

Miss

Nau::=:me:--------;:;:Rrs~tN a = m e = - - - - - - - - Mi,..,..,dd,,-le,...,.lniti"""'·a1=------

Mrs. --;-:Las::;;t

70

Preferred Name _ _ _ _ _ _ Blrthdate _ _ _ _ Age_ Email A d d r e s s - - - - - - - - - Local Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ _ _ __

HomeMdr~s----------------------~-----City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State_'_ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ _ _ __
Parent or Guardian N a m e - - - , - - - - : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

•

•

We invite all women who ate curtently entolled at the
Vnivetsity of Central Floti_da to register for Fall 2001 Sorority
Rectuitment early for a discountal fee. Fot a very limited time
only, women can pte-tegister for a fee ofonly $15.
Please attach this application with a check made out to VCF
Panhellenic Council and mail it to the following address:
Panhellenic Council. Vnivetsity of Centtal Florida. Student
Vnion 305, P.O. Box 163145, Orlando, FL 32816-3245
Or bring it by The Gteek Council Office, Student Vnion, R.oom
305.

•

•

Home Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Local Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Academic Information
How long do you plan to be enrolled at UCF _ _ _ _ _ _ College Classification (circle) FR

SO

JR

SR

What is your planned academic major _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
High School N a m e - - - - - - - - - City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State

Date Graduated _ __

SAT Score

ACT Score _ _ __

Are you a transfer student? _ _ __

Previous colleges attended _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Overall College GPA _ _ _ __

UCFGPA _ _ _ __

High School GPA _ _ _ __

Total number of college hours completed _ _

Involvement Information (If additional streets Cll'e attached· please be sure your name Is printed on the top of each sheet.)
Activities (High School & College) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

-

All early registration applications and checks must be in the
Gteek Council Office no later than Mon4ay, April 30, 2001 at
5pm. After this date, the registration fee will resume to the
tegulat price of $25.

Community I n v o l v e m e n t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Honors/Awards/Additional Information - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Sorority Information
Have you ever been a pledge of a national collegiate sorority?___ If so, which one? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

0

· R.EGISTER. EAR.LY FOR. THIS LIMITED TIME ONLY
AND ..... BEATTI-iE RUSH!

Where _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Do you have any immediate family members In sororities?

~

Date pledged _ _ __

Date terminated _ _ _ __

Includes mother (step), sister (step), aunt, grandmother (great).

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Relationship _ _ _ _ _ _ Sorority _ _ _ _ _ CamSQ _ _ __

•

,,

For questions, please call Greek Council ~t (407) 823-2072

AMI AEA XO MA Ar KA0 KA J1BCl> ZTA...
Go Greek!

Campus _ _ __

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Relationship _ _ _ _ _ _ Sorority

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Relationship

Sorority _ _ _ _ _ Campus _ _ __

I hereby release all of the above information to the Panhe/Jenic Council to be used for Recruitment puf1>0S8s only. I also authorim them to
review my academic f8COlds to verify my scholastic awrage. If I should pledge, I do agt9fl to releas. my grades to my sorority and the
Panhe//enic Council as long as I am enrolled at UCF and a member of a sororlty.
Signat\.re _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ Date _ _ __

I

Date Received
Grade Ver

FOR OR'ICE USE OM. Y

I~SHEE#

How Rece!Yed

I

Amt Paid
PXGroup

s

www.UCF. ture.com •

Sigma Chi's Derby Days
Kappa Delta in second place and
Alpha Delta Pi in third place.
Melissa Venditti won the fraterThe hunt is over. After a
nity's "Derby Darling" for
week of sorority com~. .~
the week. The awards
petition,
ceremony was
Sigma
Chi
held Saturday
fraternity's
night at a local
annual week
restaurant,
long philanthropy event,
Taqueria, owned by a
Derby Days, has come to a
Sigma Chi alumnus, where
close. The event, for which the coveted Derby Days travelsororities chased and tackled ing trophy was presented. Richie
Sigma Chi fraternity brothers all Linderman coordinated the
week in an effort to steal differ- event, and presented the check to
ent derbies that were worth dif- the Children's Miracle Network
ferent points, raised over $3,000 at a special presentation at Walt
for the Children's Miracle Disney World.
Network (CMN). This total more
than tripled the amount of Sigma Phi Epsilon Golfing
money that the fraternity raised Tournament
with the event last year.
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity
Derby Days lasted four hosted its first-ever alumni golf
days, starting Wednesday and tournament this past weekend,
ending Saturday. In addition to and over 50 alumni golfers came
the mad derby chase among the to support the event. The golf
sororities, the fraternity also held tournament was held at the Sable
several other events throughout Point Country Club, and proved
the week to raise money and to be a successful effort for the
awareness of CMN. Alpha Xi fraternity. ·Sigma Phi Epsilon's
Delta sorority won the Derby alumni advisory board-alumni
Days Bowling Tournament, and . members of the fraternity that
also the Hunt for the Golden continue to participate actively
Derby, an on-campus scavenger in both the manageme~t of the
hunt.
chapter and in the management
Alpha Xi Delta won the of the house--came together to
overall competition, followed by donate $1,200 to the fraternity.
. NATHAN HOLIC

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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we'll push you to

the[edge]
You know it*s in you. The desire to go farther. To start where
others stop. Ifs why you should consider Army ROTC. lt's a
class where you'll face unique challenges while developing

skills like how to think

~~:::~~

ARMY R01C

.......,_~

·nidYoil? .
· know •
Polar bears have black

skin. Light reflected from the
hollow hairs in the bear's coat

Richards once reprimanded
him for sipping thicken soup
to cure a cold - and gave him
a bottle of Guinness.
About 17 minutes of
baseball pitching is required
to bum 100 calories.

Unlike any other college course you can take.

For more i·nformation' contact
·H'ick Coddington (407) 823-5.3 83
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COMPILE]) BY

BECKl PANOFF

DO YA KNOW... DO YA KNOW... DO YA KNOW ...
WHERE YOU'RE GONNA LIVE?

" STAFF WRI'[ER_ ,

Born this week•••

April I I• 1913 .·
Oleg Caisini, fushion designer

makes the skin look white.
Counting Crow lead
singer Adam Duritz recalled
in a .2 000 interview that
Rolling
Stones
Keith

on your feet and be a good leader.

Register today. And hold on tight.

• ........l . .,·
"'
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then tell you to jump.

rr'HE VILLAGE AT !}[LAFAYA CLUB

April 12, 1916_
B'everly Cleary, author

3100 ALAFAYA CLUB DRIVE
ORLANDO, FLORIDA 32817

April 13, I74J
Thomas Jefferson
U.S. President, drafted the
Declaratio.n of Independence
d; 1826
April 14, 1966
Greg Maddux, baseball
April 15, 1452
Leonardo da Vinci, Painter,

The largest volcano
known isn't on Earth, but on
Mars: Olympus Mons is 370
miles wide · and 79,000 feet
high, nearly three times higher than Mount Everest.

sculptor, architect, and engineer d: 15.19
April 16, 1965
Martin Lawrence, actor
April 17, 1897

The Campbell Soup
Company uses more than 44
billion stars each year in its
canned Chicken & Stars
Soup.
In
three
years,
Campbell's produces more
tiny pasta stars than there are
in
the
Milky
Way.

Thornton Wilder,

PuUtzer Prize-win-

ning novelist d:
1975

Quote of the Week
"If a man watches three
football games in a row, he
should be declared legally
dead."
- Erma Bambeck

T: (407) 482 - 9990
F: (407) 482 - 9991
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THE VILLAGE AT
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·FREE Application Fee With This Coupon
Offer Expire§ April 30
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on campus 1as1 week...

UCF students enrolled in ROTC
know what the real Anny is about

•

two events under your belt it's on to Basic Rifle
Marksmanship.
At the Rifle Range safety is most imporEditor's note: This story was written as a tant. After the safety briefing you are taught
first hand account of the Rare program.
proper firing techniques. Once you're issued the
UCF Anny Rare Spring Field Training sixty live rounds it's to the firing line and watch
Exercise tests you mentally and physically. your lane. As the targets pop up you sight them
With events like city watlare, rappelling, basic in and squeeze the trigger. After all rounds are
rifle marksmanship and force on force combat, complete you move to the base of the tower to
the weekend flies by and before you know it get your score. If you fired 36 out of 40 then
you're headed home.
you're an expert.
In the city watlare phase of training you are
"I really didn't think I could hit the targets
instructed on the techniques of combat and so far away, but I relaxed and hit 37 of my tar"clearing" a building using your M-16 assault gets:' said Cadet Davis.
rifle and grenades. Your squad enters the buildWith the Rifle Range complet~ you
ing one person at a time covering each other march to the Force on Force training area.
· against enemy sniper fire. Once the enemy is
At the Force on Force area your squad will
neutralized you can relax: and enjoy the feeling go against an opposing force in Infantry tactics.
of accomplishment of a successful mission.
As the sun sets you 're given the mission to
''I really felt like I was in combat and the ambush the enemy. The location is two miles
adrenaline rush is intense," Cadet Peterson said. away and you only have thirty minutes to ~ in
With your new confidence you move on to place. After final pre-combat inspections you
the next phase of training; rappelling.
move out quietly listening for the enemy. Once
At the rappelling station you will use all of in place you lie down and wait for the enemy to
your senses to concentrate on getting down off move into the kill zone. The flash grenade goes
the tower quickly and safely. Using an eight- off and you fire all thirty blank rounds at t:tie
foot piece of rope you construct a harness to enemy. You search the enemy for information
support your weight down the wall. You climb and get out of the area. The mission is a success
to the top of the forty-foot tower and yell to your and no casualties. Upon returning to the patrol
buddy at the bottom, "On rappel," to which he . base you clean your weapons, grab some chow
responds with, "On safety." Your life is now in_ and reflect on a challenging weekend of trainthe hands of your buddy. With .three quick ing.
bounds you're on the ground in one piece.
Are you ready to take the challenge of
"Rappelling is one of the ways the Anny Anny Rare? If so, come see our Gold Bar
builds self confidence in its soldiers and each recruiter and be ready for some great experiother," Cadet Sergeant Major Diaz said. With ences.
WESLEY TORRIS
CONI'RJBUIING WRITER

•
•

a

•

PROTO BY HALEY CABRERA

The SWAT SK Fun Run and Walk was Friday, April 6 at Greek Park. The alcohol and smoke·
free event has been a 13-year tradition for faculty, staff and students.

Dr~

Steven
Sorg from the
Center for
Distance
Learning
spoke to
visitors of the
recent Tech
Fair held on
UCF's campus.
PHOfO BY JOE
KALEITA

Need A Job? Internship?
Gain valuable experience in advertising, sales and
public relations selling yellow page advertising for the

•

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA CAMPUS DIRECTORY•

•

Earn $500 a week plus •Internships may be available
GV Publications is looking for enthusiastic, goal-oriented
students for challenging, well-paying job!
Expense-paid training.

Call 1-800-288-3044

or e-mail your resume to gvpubs@aol.com
Visit our website at www.gvpublications.com

•

All inquiries attention Gary Voyles

•

THE SCHOOL BOARD OF SARASOTA COUNTY, FLORIDA

•

ATTENTION
EDUCATION MAJORS
Sales Consultants

•
•
0

•

Cendant Mortgage is the nation's 5th largest
retail mortgage origmator with over 4,900
team players.

• Comprehensive paid training
program .
• Outstanding benefits/perks,
including 401 (k) and tuition
reimbursement

c

CENDANT·
Mortgage.

Cendant Mortgage values diversity.
We are an equal opportunity employer.

•

Ideal for people who have excellent communication skills
and a strong desire to e.xcel. Market mortgage products to
customers and recommend programs that be~'! meet their
needs in a fast-paced, high volume call center
environment All Jeads are provided; no cold calling. BA/BS
and/or equivalent sales experience required.

Loan Counselors
Ideal for people with great customer service skills. Help
guide customers through the entire mortgage process.
BA/BS or 5 years customer service experience required.
Excellent communication skills and ability to prioritize
work in a high volume em·ironment necessary.
We provide competitive salaries and progressive benefits
in· a casual, friendly emironment. Forward resumes to:
Cendant Mortg;ige, 4802 Deer Lake Drive East, Bldg. #2,
Mailstop HR,Jackson\-ille, FL 32246. Fa.x: 904-928-8482.
E-mail: shelley.rickett@mortgagefamily.com.

Ple-.ise reference code MG/SUCF when sending
your resume. Resumes without codes
will not be considered.

EXPERIENCE THE EXCITEMENT OF EXCELLENCE
WORKING IN SARASOTA COUNTY, FLORIDA
VACANCIES INCLUDE:
EXCEPTIONAL STUDENT EDUCATION,
MATH AND SCIENCE
APPLICANTS FROM ALL OTHER MAJORS ARE
ENCOURAGED TO APPLY
Apply on-line at: www.sarasota.kl2.fl.us

or
Call (941) 927-9000 ext. 31200 for application information
or
Call Patricia Lucas, Director of Human Resources,
Equity and Minority Relations,
at (941) 927-9000 ext. 31213 for additional information.
MISSION STATEMENT

The mission of the school district of Sarasota County Ruin.an
Resources Department is to attract, develop and retain an outstanding,
diverse staff for the purpose of educating children to the maximum
potential by implementing equitable employment practices .

JAMES NUNEZ
STAFF WRITER

What exactly was the value
again?
On March 26 Officer James
Mangan was dispatched to the
Visual Arts Building room 165 in
reference to petit theft. Upon
arrival, he confronted Sarah
Pewitt, the victirrl of the theft.
According to Pewitt, one of
her pieces of artwork on display
on the second floor had been
stolen from an open pedestal. A
Professor Reedy last saw the
painting on Friday, March 12.
The artwork was made from
plaster, clay and wood. Because
of high traffic throughout the
infonnation regarding this crime,
the UCF PD advises anyone with
infonnation to call (407) 823-

TIPS.

You're on candid camera
On Feb. 24, Mr. Loren
Knutson, a Recreational Services
employee, reported to police that
numerous items had disappeared
from his office. He complied
when police decided to install
hidden security cameras in the
room in order to catch any mischievous activity. Upon an initial
search of the office, Sgt. Hugh
Carpenter could find no signs of
forced entry. He concluded that
whoever stole the items had to

have a key.
According to Carpenter's
report, on numerous occasions, a
woman
identified
as
Adoudelward Bobo, a custodial
employee of the Student Union,
entered the office and grabbed
shirts out of a cardboard box sitting behind Knutson's desk.
According to Carpenter,
when he confronted Bobo, she
admitted to taking the shirts.
Carpenter said she claimed that
she had worked there for 12
years, and that it was not uncommon for employees to take shirts
that were left over from events at
the facility. Bobo was transported
to the Orange Gounty Jail for further questioning. "

PHOTO BY ADAM SmVER

MC 'Mike' breakdances before an MC contest held April 3. The event was put on by .Elements and featured many
different students rapping one on one in front of the Student Union for prizes such as CD's and T-shirts.

They'll never know it's gone
A service representative for
Lance Corp. contacted Officer K.
Schwebs of the UCF PD on
March 22. The representative
claimed that when he went to
replenish the vending machine
located at the Sigma Chi house, it
was missing.
He contacted the president of
the Sigma Chi fraternity who told
him that the machine · had been
missing for about two weeks. The
machine is valued at approximately $1,000. The merchandise
inside was valued at approximately $80. Lance Corp. is willing to
prosecute.
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It's a simple calculation:

TIAA-CREF s low expenses
mean more money
working for you.·

Dear Health Nut,
The equation is easy. Lower expenses in managing a

During the last few weeks I have been having horrible
night sweats. I wake up in the morning drenched from head
to toe. At first I thought I was just fighting a cold or the flu
or something, but I'm not sick and this has been going on for
weeks now. I'm just looking for an explanation and perhaps
some advice as to how to curb the sweats.

THE IMPACT OF EXPENSES ON PERFORMANCE

fund can equal better performance.
$215,000
Low-Cost Account

.'

How much? Just take a look at the chart. Then call us.
We'll send you a free, easy-to-use expense calculator so
you can see for yourself that no matter what your

$176,000
High-Coo Account

investment, you'll benefit from low expenses. And CREF

Sincerely,
Sweatin' buckets

variable annuity expenses range from just 0.28%

'·

to0.34%.1

Dear Sweatin' buckets,
For decades, we've been C:ommitted to low expenses,

Seeing as how the primary function of sweat glands and persuperior customer service and strong performa·nce.
spiration is to maintain a constant body temperature, my guess
EXPENSES 2
would be that you have a hormonal imbalance. Most women
Add it all up and you'll find that selecting your
Total accumulations after 20 years based on initial investment
have hot flashes and sweat excessively while experiencing
of $50,000 and hypothetical annual returns of 8%. Total returns
retirement provider is an easy decision: TIAA-CREF.
menopause, which is a hormonal imbalance.
and principal value of investments will fluctuate, and yield may
Now before you freak out, I'm by no means· implying that
vary. The chart above is presente.d for illustrative purposes only
and does not reflect actual performance, or predict future
you are experiencing menopause, I'm just suggesting that horresults, of any TIAA-CREF account, or reflect taxes.
mones may be the culprit of your nasty night sweats.
If you see a doctor, they may suggest taking oral contraceptives to get your hormones balanced. The birth control pill helps
many women with hot flashes, acne and other symptoms of a
hormone imbalance. It may help you with your night sweats as
Ensuring the future
welt
Another cause of excessive sweating, also known as
for those who shape it.SM
diaphoresis, may be an overactive thyroid gland, which is definitely worth looking into. If you are taking any prescription
For more complete information on our securities products, call 1.800.842.2733, ext. 5509, for prospectuses. Read them carefully before
drugs, they could also cause you to sweat profusely. If the
you invest. 1. Estimated annual expenses are adjusted quarterly. 2. 1.40% is a very reasonable fee level for a typical fund; 0.40% is near,
sweating continues over a prolonged period of time consult your
but not actually at the bottom of, the mutual fund expense ratio spectrum. •TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. and Teachers
doctor.
Personal Investors Services, Inc. distribute securities products. • Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association (TIAA), New York, NY and
TIAA-CREF Life Insurance Co., New York, NY issue insurance and annuities. • TIAA-CREF Trust Company, FSB provides trust services.
After an episode of unusual sweating, make _sure yau drink
• Investment products are not FDIC insured, may lose value and are not bank guaranteed. @ 2001 Teachers Insurance and Annuity
plenty of water the next morning, as to make sure that you
Association-College Retirement Equities Fund, New York, NY 01/04
replenish the fluids you lost the night-befe11&.-~~------------ · ·~·-----··---·-----·-·-·---·---~---·-·-~~·--~·---·-~~·-·~·-·---·-·-·-·---·-·-·-·-·-·-------~--------~-=:..::-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~ll.&.JL&.l~L&.1-.&1........-..-....-1

1.800.842.2776

w_ww. tiaa-cref .org
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· Dive club provides unique experiences
•·

•

•
RUTH HEIDT

•
•

~

..

•

STAFF WRITER

Have you ever wanted to
swim with exotic fish or explore
shipwrecks? Not many people get
these types of opportunities in
their lifetime, but for the UCF
Dive Club, these are everyday
events.
The UCF Dive Club consists
of over 500 members, making it
one of the largest clubs on campus. The members make monthly
dives during the warmer seasons
of the year and participate in various aquatic organizations and

relief efforts. It also gives the tors that constitute a good dive a location with everyday fish and
members a chance to find new include good visibility, colorful plant life loses it excitement and
people with the same interests and and exotic fish, unusual objects makes for a boring dive.
One location that has been
a more comfortable environment and animals such as an octopus or
to obtain more underwater experi- the occasional shark and anything successful for the Dive Club is
ence.
else out of the ordinary. Diving in Looe Key. The water in this loca"When we plan trips to different locations we try to make sure
the diving is good and worth the
time," said Chris Roberts, UCF
student and Dive Club web administrator.
The Dive club tries to schedule at least one planned dive per
month during the· warmer months
of the year. The trips and dives that
are planned are discussed at several meetings during which the students talk about good dive locations. The members want to
accommodate as many of the
divers as possible depending on
skill level.
SPECIAL TO THE FuTURE
One of the factors involved in.
Members
of
the
Dive
club
take
diving
trips
during
the
year
to places such as
these discussions is known as a
Looe
Key
and
participate
in
reef
cleanups
as
well.
"good diving" location. The fac-

•

•

•
•

•

•

D OF LOMG LIMll AND
HIGHPRICll
B"Y AND VIllT THI
.OF CIMTRAL FLORIDA
PHARJ4A.C"Y
Come check us
he UCF pharmacy is staffed by register:ed
••
offers fast, friendly service and verv low prices.
Birth Control Pills (most brands)
• 1 pack $10
• 3 or more $9/each

We have a wide variety of over-the-counter products
Skin care products
First aid products
Personal hygiene products
Household essentials
Eye and Ear care.
And Much Morel
We also accept prescriptions from doctors outside the Health Center. Most
prescription medications are available or can be ordered within 24 hours.

OUT OF MONEY OR FORGOT YOUR CREOIT CARO?
OON7 WORRY!
You can place any purchase from the UCF pharmacy on your Student Account
and pay for it later!

•

1

*Reminder to students graduating or not attending summer semester, do not forget
to get your prescription refills before you leave for the semester.
Located in the Student Health Center
407·823-6337
407·UCF·MEDS
Monday dtru Friday
8:00am to 9:00pm (Fall a Spring Semesters)
8:00am to 5:00pm (Summer Semester)

~UCF

•••••••••••
•
Bring this coupon in •
•
•

•
•

•

for $.50 off your

•

next

•

0-T-C purchase.
•
*Excludes food, candy •
and gum
•

•••••••••••

tion is about 11 Oft deep, and is
the location of the Adolphus
Busch wreck. This shipwreck
was placed in this location by
the
Anheuser
Busch
Corporation to create a man
made reef environment for the
fish and aquatic wildlife in the
area. The ship is still in perfect
condition and has not been
destroyed. It now allows a
viable environment for various
types of aquatic organisms.
"Even though the organization schedules dives for the
members to participate in," said
Roberts, "we try to reach the
students on campus to raise
environmental awareness and
appreciation."
One of the main goals of
the Dive _club is to raise student
awareness of the environment,
which they live in and that surrounds them. When the students participate in dives they
follow a strict set of rules so
they do not disturb the underwater environment. The divers
are not supposed to touch the
fish, turtles or any of the others
animals they come across.
"The club will also participate in clean up efforts around
the state," said Roberts, "even if
it means picking up fishing
wire or garbage that we find
while diving."
The Dive Club of UCF is
involved in more than just the
routine dives. The Dive club
schedules monthly trips to various locations around Florida to
do research and aid organizations such as Reef Cleanup.
This organization cleans up the
reef areas and aquatic environments on a regular basis in
order to make the habitat viable
for the fishes and organisms
that live there.
"Mainly, the club tries to
create a safe environment for
new divers as well as more
order to enhance their diving
experience," said Roberts .
When participating in open
water dives, it is important to
have a comfortable line of communication in case there are
any concerns or questions that
arise. The divers don't want to
feel hesitant on asking a question because it could be vital in
case of an emergency.
"The UCF Dive Club has
been an excellent experience
for me because I have found a
few people who I feel comfortable diving with as well as
gaining much more underwater
experience,"
said
diving
Roberts.
The UCF Dive Club is
continually accepting new
members at various skill levels
to participate in these dives.
Certification is offered, but not
on a regular basis. For more
information on the UCF Dive
Club, you can visit the website
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-ucfdive, contact Chris at the club
office at (407) 679-1173 or get
in touch with Patrick at (407)
678-3763.

·l
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Totally dismayed

Single life all
•
over again

This is in response to Chris ancient Buddha statues by the
Zapatier's
Column
"Gray Taliban government. I have to
wonder how many of those peoMatters".
I continue to be totally dis- ple who denounced the destrucmayed at how open-minded Chris tion of those statues, also
is to various world religions and denounce the construction of
races, and how absolutely closed- nativity scenes in · public places
minded he is to Christianity. I've here in the U.S.? I also must ask,
got news for you Chris, hot off the if Chris has ever sat down and
wh-e: Christianity is not the only · decided to read the Bible from
religion· in the world· that sends Genesis to Revelations, or cover
missionaries to other parts of the to cover for those of you who
have never cracked open a Bible?
world.
Chris represents a disturbing I would almost bet money, that
trend in double-sidedness in this Chris has never studied the whole
country today. Just recently, in Bible. If you have not studied the
Afghanistan there was a world Bible from cover to cover, then
outcry particularly here in the you don't know what you are talkU.S., about the destruction of ing about.

JOSHUA MURDOCK
STAFF WRITER

I look in the mirror and I see that I'm a free man now. Yes,
after two and a half years of a wonderful relationship, I was
dumped for truly unknown reasons. Yes I know, unknown is not
true, but still, even she could not make sense out of why she
dumped me. Well, now you know my situation, it's time to find
the solution.
The only solution possible is to move on with life and have
some fun. You know what that means, it's single life again. Wow,
now after two and a half years of being in a relationship I have to
actually go out and pick up chicks again. What in the world? I
liked being in a comfortable relationship. Single life is going to
be a new experience all over again.
I don't know what to think sometimes, girls and guys are
both so confusing to each other. We both don't send-the same signals. We like to confu~e the opposite sex· with the many different
hidden signals that we think the other person should see obvious.
Hello! Knock, knock, anyone home? I mean, no we aren't
dumb or anything, sometimes we just are too narrow minded to
see these hints. Maybe if everyone· spelled out his or her true
thought we wouldn't have this problem in finding someone to go
out with. Reading minds might come in handy from time to time.
If could read a girl's mind, it might be a good thing and then it
might just really suck. All depends on the girl of course.
I think dating is like a game show, if you're a winner you
come back for another show. You never know what kind of person you really are going to get. Dating can be full of weird surprises, when you start finding out what this person you meet is
really like. I know I'm just ready to date and have fun, but I know
one thing is that I'm not ready for a serious relationship anytime
soon.
I also know that you can't plan what is going to ever happen
to you in the whole dating scene either. I know I'm a smart, cute,
funny, sweet, kind, and wonderful guy but it'.s making girls see
that in you too.
Sometimes it's easy to tell if a girl likes you but other times
it can remain a total mystery. The hardest thing to experience is
when you don't know if she just wants to be friends or maybe
something more. I mean you have to take a step just over the line
to see if she likes you in the same way, otherwise you might
regret it for the rest of your life.· Then there is another side to the
story. If you do take that step, will you remain friends if she didn't think of you in that more then friends way? Wow, single life
can sometimes really stink.
Single life can be lots of fun too. You don't have to worry
about going some where without someone. You can just meet all
kinds of people and have fun without thinking about what that
special someone might hink. You can always flirt as much as you
want, with whomever you want, without getting the third degree
that night.
I just want to find a cute, funny, sweet, smart and outgoing
girl. Is that too much to ask for in just two months of being single? Hello wornen,-I'm a great catch right in front of you.

Just curious as to why Chris
Zapatier was so critical of the
missionaries trying to raise
money for their trip? Are you
.frustrated at the idea of -people

Christian Michau,
UCF Student

traveling far off to help others
rather than in our own country, or
do you just have a problem with
the Gospel of Jesus Christ?
The· article was strongly

opinionated, so I was curious
where these feelings stem from?

Alex Acevedo,
UCF Student

Women-S roles
Although this letter has
nothing to do with a story in this
paper, I must comment about
something I've recently read.
In the March 20-27 edition
of "the Independent" I was
ang~red by an article titled, "A
Modest Recommendation."
Basically this article -stated
that a woman's only place was to
take care of her man and family,
providing only emotional support.
As a young lady, trying not
to rely on a man, I chose to disagree with this article. I feel that
women should be able to support
themselves and their family in
case there isn't a man to provide
financial support.
I ask the person who wrote
the article, were you raised in a
single parent home? Was your
mother just a house-mom or did
she have a job? And I wonder are
you female or male? I wish to
know these answers so that I can
see, from your limited viewpoint,
where your opinion comes from.

-,

...
_ _ _ _ _. . ....-... · · - - . . ............- - .. . ._ _ _ _ _El

Also I ask where is the
male's role in the family? As you·
seemed to state in your articlemen are only to work and bring
home the "bread."
As I remember in the Bible,
man was made the head of the
household, so shouldn't he also
be one who can provide emotional support to his family. I don't
think that God intended women
to raise kids alone, which most
of them do anyway.
And also I ask you: Are
these women who are left to support families by themselves just
supposed to find another man to
support them, go on Welfare and
stay there, or do you think they
should try to rely on themselves
and do what they need to do in
order to survive, and this
includes working outside the
home.
] think that your opinion of a
woman's role is very one-sided
and kind of unfair.
God didn't intend for women
to just stay home and be house-

moms.
God intended, and still does, ·
-for all of his people, not only
women, to follow the path he
chose for them. I'm sorry to say
that most of those paths don't
intend for women to stay home
and do all of the emotional support for the family. Some of these
paths lead women to be doctors
(who take care of you when
you're hurt), to be teachers (who
will teach your kids what they
need to know in order to survive
in the "real world"), and to be
advisors (not only spiritual but
emotional when your kids refuse
to talk to you because of your
crazy ideals).
So before you write another
article saying women should
only do this or that, realize how
many women hold positions of
importance and realize this
nation wouldn't be as strong
without them. .

THE central florida
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How dare you denounce
something, when you have no
idea what you are talking about!
Many critics of Christianity
have never even studied the Bible
from beginning to end.
A piece of advice for you
Chris: In the future make sure you
know the whole story before you
decide to criticize people. You
have a most disturbing stereotype
towards Christianity, absolutely
no different than many stereotypes that have caused numerous
problems throughout history.

just curious

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -
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German: Am Dienstag warf ich
ein Kaugummipapier auf den
Marktplatz.
French: Mardi I a jete un emballage de gornme clans la place de
ville
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Stie Ate My Food!
ADAM SHIVER
STAFF WRITER
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Mer Boyfriend Won't Go Horne!
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A real bad boy
The producer. of the very
popular television show 'COPS,'
Murray Jordan, was arrested
recently for drunken driving. He
had consumed four glasses of
wine while at dinner. Instead of
. grabbing a cab home he decided
to drive himself · home. When
stopped the producer could not
pass the sobriety tests given him.
Being the producer of a show
· such as 'COPS,' why on earth
would you even attempt driving
home drunk. What police officer
wouldn't give anything to say he
arrested the 'COPS' producer? .

Can't beat that

·t5:t .
407-282-7333

Quality Apartment Living·
407-275-8950
2 Bedroom / 1 Bath Apartments
Starting at $575
• Rent Includes Water I ~ewage
·• Door to Door trash pick-up .
• Screened patios I balconies
• Outside Stora.ge
• Swimming Pool
• Entertainment Deck
• 2 Lighted Tennis Courts
• Basketball Court I S~nd Volleyball

:

I was brought from a dead
sleep just the other day by the
ringing of my telephone. It was
the cable television company calling. I assumed they were looking
to collect from me the money for
the bill that was past dtte them.
They weren't looking to collect
money from me, but in fact to give
me a deal.
A deal? What man can pass ·
up a deal?
They wanted to upgrade my
cable to digital cable for only an
extra $4. What a deal it was too.
Hundreds of channels more for
only $4. Eleven HBO's. Eight
Showtimes. Eight Cinemaxes.
Three different versions of The
Movie Channel. It didn't stop
there though. There are 60 channels where you can rent movies 24
hours a day for the same amount
as you'd pay at the video store.
How great is that? It's a guy's
dream deal.
Now I am waiting for the
TIVO dealer to call.
·

I ate your last muffin. ·
German: Ich aB Ihr letztes
Kuchlein
French: J'ai mange votre dernier
petit pain

More learning
Here is some uselessness you
will only ever need for an·episode
of Win Ben Stein's Money or
Jepeordy:
Pineapple is one of the tastiest fruits, but did you know that
the pineapple is an aggregate fruit.
It is composed of individual fruits
clustered around "eyes."
The famous Hostess Twinkie
celebrated its 75th birthday this
week. Prior to World War Il,
Twinkies were filled with banana
filling. Bananas were in short
supply during the war so the
switch was made to vanilla filling
and so it has remained ever since.
George Washington was and
is the only six-star general in
United States history. In 1976 an
act of Congress promoted
Washington to six-star General of
the Armies so that he would rank
above all other American generals.

Facts compiled from
uselessknowledge.com
See you there
Recently I have discovered
that they named a town in Lake
County after me; Adamsville.
How great is that. It was only a
matter of time.

Quote of the week:
"Minds are like parachutes;
they work best when open."
-Lonl Thomas Dewar

Adam will be taking a
break from Insipid Thoughts
for a while. The column may or

'limetoleam
This week we will be learning how to confess our sins in a
different language.

may not ~turn in the Fall. For a
column with similar content,
read 'Did you know?' published
in The Future weekly.

Tuesday I threw a gum wrapper in the town square.

Adam Shiver can be reached at
adam@UCFfuture.com

Editorial Cartoon

~odel

Available
Call today for your tour!
7-275-895
2501 Alafaya Trail, Orlando, FL 32826
2 Miles South of UCF Campus
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Ranting

and
Raving
CHRIS HALE
STAFF WRITER

Recently I was spending
some time outside, doing some
simple maintenance on my car. I
was checking the oil and coolant
level, making sure that all my
spark plugs were in good condition and all of that other nonsense that we are told to do every
week and yet rarely do. While I
was checking my car I over
heard the shrill screech of tires
locking on pavement. While this
usually lasts a few short seconds
and then stops, this screech
seemed to continue for about a
minute until the source came into
my view.
There was a tow truck towing a car coming my way. Now
this wouldn't have been special
save the fact that this person had
put their parking brake on. The
parking brake must have been in
pretty good condition because it
was making the back two tires
lock up every few feet and producing the screech I was hearing.
To most people this would
be a simple nuisance, as it was to
me. No one wants to hear that
kind of sound at 11 pm, especially when they find out that they
need to replace more stuff on
·
their car.
The thing ~at got to me
though is the fact that the person
whose car they are towing is
going to have a brake failure
pretty quick because these jerks
decided to tow the car with it on.
I'm sure that there's a rear axle
support that they could have used
that would have raised the rear
wheels off the ground and
allowed the tow truck to pull the
car withoutproducing that horrible screech and destroying the
car's brakes and tires.
So as if this instance isn't
bad enough while working on
my car still half an hour later, the
guys who towed the first car
come back. They pull up to my
car and ask me where my parking sticker· is. I show them and
they reply that it's not in the right
spot and that they are going to
have to tow my car. So after they
tell me this they have the nerve to
ask me to undo my parking brake
and step away from the car if I
would.
Not being one to take crap
from any person, be it a person of
authority or not, I tell them
where they can drive. their tow
truck and that they aren't taking
my car anywhere. This obviously confused the tow truck "committee" because they just stared
at me as I continued changing
my spark plugs.
·
Undaunted by my rebuttal
our faithfully stupid duo move
their truck to a car that belongs to
a guy who lives in my apartment
complex and begin to prepare his
car for the journey to impound.
His sticker is in the same place as

mine, the same place we were
told to put it. The kid comes out
and starts screaming at the two
tow truck people and they finally
remove their truck's rig from the
back of his Toyota, after half an
hour of our combined screaming
at them, and move on.
The point I'm trying to make
here isn't that these guys are
morons. Nor is it that tow truck
drivers have the accumulative IQ
of the common tick. The thing
I'm trying to point out is-- well
ok, yes that is what I'm trying to
say. These guys are seriously in
need of some help. If they can't
find people who are breaking
their holy "parking laws" then
they come up with some kind of
excuse to tow whatever they can
find. I'm not saying that they
shouldn't be allowed to tow cars,
what I'm saying is that they
should have to prove, somehow,
that your car was parked in a
place where it wasn't supposed to
be. Perhaps the use of a camera to
make a solid verification of the
violation would help.

Student indifference widespread
BECKI PANOFF
STAFF WRITER

You're a Knight.
So what, right?
That's apparently the sentiment of most of the student population. Out of 30,000+ students, only
2000+ voted in the most recent student government elections, both
primary and run-off. We can't fill a
stadium with fans when we play a
football game. It seems that no one
at UCF cares about much except
getting their degree and getting out.
Apathy is key to being a
Golden Knight.
Apathy towards campus
events, .apathy towards school spirit, apathy towards just about everything.
Sure, we can complain. We can
complain about parking, we can
complain about· overpopulation of
the campus and we can complain
about having a less than stellar reputation when compared to other

Florida universities (even though
it's unwarranted). Why, we can
even complain about the apathy on
campus.
What we are unable to do is
react. To create change there must
be an effort, any kind of effort. Take
voting for instance. If we want to
change the way things are run in
student government, then you have
to vote (a foreign concept to most, I
know). How is a student government going to be taken seriously by
the administration of this school
when it is apparent that the student
population doesn!t even care to vote
people in?
UCF has had the reputation of
a commuter school, which most of
the student population seems to
detest, but even though most students don't live on campus they still
live in the community surrounding
it. Why then, do students still treat it
as a commuter school? School spirit is nonexistent, student events are
sparsely attended (especially for a

student population that is as huge as
ours) and basically students just
come to class and go without even
noticing that there are events actually happening on the campus of
UCF.
That's right folks, events happen at UCF everyday, though most
don't even stop to .see what is happening around them.
We don't have the right to
whine anymore. If student reaction
to something like student elections
is so pathetic, then the student population at UCF should lose the right
to complain about the things we
don't like. No more complaining
about the bad parking, or the ·student government doing a ''bad job"
or anything else for that matter.
That right was ceremonially taken
away when you decided that being
a decisive member of the student
population wasn't important.
Consider yourself ''un-K.nighted."
You're a Knight.
So what, right?

and

Teach in

kids wm

look up to you, too.

You can teach anywhere. But in California, you can teach where the Redwoods soar along with the hearts and minds of the children in your classroom. Submit an application
and you may become a giant in your time, too. If you can meet the challenge, we're hiring now.
Visit our website at www.calteach.com or call toll-free, 1-888-CalTeach.

•
•
•
.•
•

Competitive starting salaries and benefits
Smaller c1ass sizes in schools statewide
Housing and cost of living incentives
Strong community support for teachers
Beautiful and diverse climate and scenery

left Coast. Right Job.SM

Nei-t:her did 1 out o.P ever-J 10 _colle~e-a~e wotvler\.~
Depo-Provera is 99. 7o/o effective.

Some women using Depo-Provera do experience side effects. The
most common are irregular menstrual bleeding or spotting. Many
women stop having periods altogether after a few months and
some may experience a slight gain in weight. You should not use
Depo-Provera if you think you might be pregnant, if you have had
unexplained periods, or if you have breast cancer, blood clots, liver
disease, or a history of stroke. Use may be associated with a
possible decrease in bone density. Depo-Provera doesn't protect
against HIV/AIDS or other sexually transmitted diseases.

Depo-Provera is not only one of the most effective forms of
birth control available, it's also one of the most convenient
because you only have to think about it 4 times a year. And
because Depa-Prover? is an injectable, there's nothing to
store or carry around-only you and your health care
professional have to know.
Make sure you're alway$ as protect~d as possible against
pregnancy. To find out more about Depo-Provera and when
you can start using it, talk to your health care professional.

Talk to your health care professional to see if Depo-Provera is right
for you.

See what Depo-Provera
is all about. Go to:
www de.po-prove.ra COM

..

medroxyprogesterone acetate injectable suspension

&irth con-trol ~ou -t:hir\k a&ou-t: jus-t: '-f--t:iMe.S a ':}ear.
*Henshaw SK. Unintended pregnancy in the United States. Fam Plann Perspect. 1900;30:24-29,46.

See the next page for important product information.
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Place your ad today! 407-977-1009 (fax: 407-977-0019)

HELP WANTED
Earn $1,000 - $2,000 this semester with
the easy Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. No sales required.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call
today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com at
888-923-3238 or visit
www campusfun<lrajser.com

Babysitter needed for 3-yr twins. Hrs. May to
July M-F 7:30 am.-1 :00 pm. Beg. July M-F
3:00 pm - 6:30 pm. Non-smokr; Safe driver.
$5/hr + Of. Ph 407-365-8295. Tuscawilla near
Oviedo. Wtll consider live-in.
Customer Service/Collections Several parttime, evening positions available with one of
Central Florida's largest banks located in the
FL Mall area. Must be available to work
M-Th 5-9, Sat 8-12 and every other Sun 4-8.
Previous customer service experience, knowledge of MS Windows and collections exper.
required. Must be .able to pass drug test, criminal background check and credit check.
$10.50/hr. Call 407-740-7878.
FREE PALM PILOf! National firm see~g
energetic people. Set your own schedule,
excellent pay and benefits. No experience necessary, just a desire to succceed. Join a company that cares. www.mysavel.com or call
616-915-8624.
Inside Sales - Looking for some easy cash?
Talk on the phone for money. We need ~nthu
siastic people. Part time or full time, flexible
hours. $7-10 per hour PLUS commissions.
Training classes starting soon. Call
407-389-1100.
Receptionist needed - Veterinary Office in
Oviedo. Part time or full time. Mornings,
Saturdays. Prevet majors or experience
preferred. 407-366-7323. Apply in person or
bring resume to 45 Alafaya Woods Blvd.,
Oviedo.
Get Paid to Have Fun! Soccer referees
needed at the recently remodeled Five Point
Soccer Center on SR 419 in Longwood.
$8/hour. Call 407-328-9141.
Customer Service $11-17/hr Part/ Full Time
with Flexible Hours Paid Vacation & Holidays
Call (888)819-4160.

Need part-time help to assist disabled male
with exercise program. No experience
required. Good opportunity for P.T. or Nursing
students. Close to UCF, good pay, Call John
@ 407-678-1729.

Club Med Club Med Club Med
Summer Camp Counselors needed. Located at
Club Med Port St. Lucie, FL 06/01-06/30 call
407-592-1150. If no answer leave message.

Office Manager/AMistant - Wanted for
summer must have good phone voice, reliable
$8 to $10 hr. FIT, Prr. 407-699-1992. Swim
Instructors - Wanted to teach summer swim
classes. $9.50 + hour + bonuses. Fff, Pff.
(407) 699-1992.
www.sharksandminnowsswimschool.com.

FOR SALE

Valet Parking Positions available for
friendly, outgoing and motivated people. Must
be available to work at least 24 hours per
week. We have full time & part time, AM &
PM positions available at upscale hotels in the
Downtown Orlando and Disney World areas.
Starting pay is $9 - $12 per hour. Please call
407-841-7275 Monday - Friday 9 a.m. -5 p.m.
After hours and weekend, please leave a voice
mail message and we will return your phone
call ASAP.
Investor Relations-The Jarrett/Favre Driving
Adventrure, Inc. (OfC BB: JVTT) is seeking
a responsible professional to answer inquiries
in our company from interested investors.
Great job to learn business and stock opportunities in today's market. We are a NASCAR
racing school and the only adventure company
in the world publicly traded. Call Brian
Rosenbloom 10-12 M-F, 407-228-4494 or
1-888-GO-RACE-l.
Help spread the word!
Exciting new wireless data technology!
$8/hour - Flexible Schedules for Students.
All you need is an enthusiastic voice,
TeleSolutions can teach you the rest!
For phone interview please call
'
407-678-8191.
Looking for Grear Summer Job?

Swnmer Camp Staffing Positions Available
Coordinators, Counselors, Adjunct Instructors
Contact: Troy Mason 407-328-4722 ext. 3493
FOR APPLICATION PACKET visit website
www.seminole cc fl us or call 407-328-2101.
To be eligible for consideration, a completed
sec application must be submitted by
4126101. Applications received after that date
will be reviewed as necessary. EAIEO

In Exchange for Room & Board
Tired of Dorm Life? Need a place to live this
summer and next school year for FREE?
Female College or Grad Student wanted for
mother's helper/childcare. PT child care,
housekeeping, occasional errands. Flexible to
school schedule. Must be mature, responsible,
reliable. Drivers license/car required. Nonsmoker, no drinking/drugs. References. 18
minutes to UCF. Call MC at 407-696-4596

Bed - Brand new mattress. Full size still in
plastic. Must sell $135. Can deliver. 407422-8848

MARY KAY
Experience the difference- what the # 1 selling
brand of skin care and color cosmetics can do
for you! Try before you buy, gift with every
purchase and free delivery. Call Anita at
407-539-2386..
Bed - 1 Absolute Bargain! Queen orthopedic
pillow top mattress set. brand new. Must sell
$250. Can deliver. 407-422-8848.
Have your housemates pay your rent!!!
Detached house for sale. One mile south of
UCF on Alafaya Trail. 3 BR/2BA, Great
Room, Dining Area, Kitchen, Porch, Fencedin Backyard. Call collect after 6:00 pm
1-561-968-1132.

ROOMMATES
Non-smoking female roommate wanted.
$260/month to share 2-bedroom, 2-bath
house. Call Sarah (407) 482-5671.
Female Roommate wanted - furnished
bedroom, washer/dryer, kitchen, utilities
included $425.00/month. Call 407-679-8168
Room for rent $450/month includes utilities.
l mile from UCF campus. Female only.
Melissa 407-671-7074.
Christian female in search of Christian female
roommate to share spacious 2 bedroom/2 bath
apartment. Move in either May or June. If
interested, please contact Alyson at
407-736-9288 or e-mail at
Lilbit0297@aol com ·

MISC.
HELP! Currently living at home 45 minutes
away. Searching for room including utilities
close to UCF and/or Oviedo, Will take best
offer, no sub-leases, please. Call Sam at
407-925-9589 with info.

SERVICES
Drowning In Debt? Avoid bankruptcy;
lower interest; stop collection calls. Free personalized counseling. Non-profit agency. 407599-0057 ext. 203

LOST YOUR STYLIST?
Formerly of Toni & Guy Salon
·
Barry Diane Kurtis
Christina & Michael
now at Capella's 407-699-7989.
Do you have an obsession with food and/or
your weight? Would you lire freedom from
this struggle? Come to a meeting Overeaters
Anonymous, Mondays at 5:15 in the Student
Union. Check the monitors for meeting
location.
ABC BARTENDING SCHOO.LS
Job Placement Assistance/EZ Pay
407-894-6719
Thousands·Trained & Placed by ABC
www.abcbartending.com

DJ Connoiseur - International Mobile DJ of
the Month by DJ Tlllles Magazine. Formals,
Parties, Weddings. Visit DJCARL.com to hear
MP3 mixes and see videos. Call 407-3068010 today!
IS CHEMISTRY DRIVING YOU CRAZY?
Is it all Greek to you? Thinking of changing
your major? Need a tutor? Call Vuginia at
407-366-6079. Located in Oviedo - 15 yrs.
Experience - Reasonable Rates - Flexible
Hours - Computer Access
E-mail TheChemTutor@aol.com

..

UCF Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Student
Union (GLBSU) meets Tuesdays at 8 pm in
the Student Union. Check monitor in Union
for room location.

CLUBS
NEED MONEY FOR GRAD SCHOOL?
100% TUITION AVAILABLE! Contact Major
Nick Coddington UCF Army ROfC
(407) 823-5383.

SCHOLARSHIPS
FLY 4STANDBY ••• FLY 4 CHEAP!
'Eurpore $199 o/w (+tx)
Lon, Fra, Mad, Ams, Par & more
4STANJ?BY.COM OR 800-326-2009.

•
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SUPER AIRFARE/TRY US

IACE TR.AVEL
TEL.407-351-9999
Email : floridaopc@earthlink.net

WWW.EASYROQMMATE.COM
Find ROOMS & ROOMMATES On-lfne
FREE to place your AD!
FREE to search lOO's ads
#1 matching service in the US
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To place a chmified ad call 407-977-1009
ext.100
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medroxyprogesterone acetate injectable suspension
DEPO-PROVERA• Contrac:eptive Injection .
(medroxyprogesterone acetate injectable suspension, USP)
This product Is intended to prevent pregnancy. It does not protect against HIV
infection (AIDS) and other sexually transmitted diseases.

What Is DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection is a form of birth control that is given as an
intramuscular injection (a shot) in the battock or upper arm once f?>/ery 3 months ( 13 weeks). To
continue your contraceptive protection, you must return for your next injection promptly at the
end of 3 months ( 13 weeks). DEPO-PROVERA contains medroxyprogesterone acetate, a
chemical similar to (but not the same as) the natural hormone progesterone. which is produced
by your ovaries during the second haff of your menstrual cycle. DEPO-PROVERA acts by
preventing your egg cells Ii-om ripening. If an egg is not released Ii-om the ovaries during your
menstruaf cycle, it cannot become fertirized by sperm and result in pregnancy. DEPO.PROVERA
also causes changes in the lining of your utffi.15 that make it less likely for pregnancy to occur.
How effective is DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
The efficacy of DEPO-PROVERA Comraceptive Injection depends on following the
recommended dosa~e schedule exactly (see 'How often do I get my shot of DEPO-PROVERA
Contraceptive Injection?"). To make sure yw are not pregnant when you first _get DEPOPROVERA Contraceptive Injection, your first injection must be given ONLY dunng the first
S days of a normal menstrual period; ONLY within the first S days after childbirth if not breastfeed1ns; and, if exclusi-Jely breast-feeding. ONLY at the sixth. week after childbirth. It is a longterm injectable contraceptive when administered at 3-month ( 13-week) intervals. DEPOPROVERA Contraceptive Injection is over 99% effective, making it one of the most reliable
methods of birth control available. This means that the average annual pregnancy rate is less than
one for every I00 women who use DEPO-PROVERA. The effectiveness of most contraceptive
methods depends in part on how reliably each woman uses the method. The effectiveness of
DEPO-PROVERA depends only on the patient returning f!<{P.ry 3 months ( 13 weeks) for her next
injection. Your health-care provider will help you compare DEPO-F'ROVERA with other
contraceptive methods and ~ you the information you need in order to decide which
contraceptive method is the nght choice for you.
.

• if you have had cancer of the breast
• if you have had a stroke
• if you have or have had blood clots (phlebitis) in your legs
• if you have problems with your li-Jer or liver disease
• if you are allergic to DEPO-PROVERA (medroxyprogesterone acetate or any of its other
ingredients).
What other things should I consider before using DEPO-PROVERA
Contraceptive lnJeCtlon?
You will have a physical examination before your doctor prescribes DEPO·PROVERA. It is
important to tell your health-care provider if you have any of the following:
• a family history of breast cancer
• an abponnal mammogram (breast x-ray), fibrocystic breast disease, breast nodules or lumps, or
bleeding from your nipples
• kidney disease
• irregular or scanty menstrual periods
• hiW1 blood pressure
: ~e headaches
• epilepsy (convulsions or seizures)
• diabetes or a family history of diabetes
• a history of depression
• if you are taking any~tion or over-the-<:ounter medications
This product Is I
to prevent pregnancy. It does not protect against
transmission of HIV (AIDS) and other sexually trwismittvd d i . - sui:h as
chlamydia, genital herpes, genital warts, gonorrhea, hepatitis B, and syphilis.

6.0ther Risks
Women who use hormone-based contraceptives may have an increased risk of blood clots or
stroke. Also, if a contraceptive method fails, there is a possibility that the fertilized egg will begin
to develop outside of the uterus (ectopic pregnancy). While these events are rare, you should
tell your health-care provider if you have any of the problems listed in the next section.
What symptoms may signal problems while using DEPO-PROVERA
Contraceptive Injection?
~bfJ>O-~~~ provider immediately if any of these problems occur following an injection
• sharp chest pain, coughing up of blood, or sudden shortness of breath (indicating a possible clot
in the lung)
• sudden Sf!<{P.re headache or vomiting. dizziness or fainting. problems with your eyesight or
speech, weakness. or numbness in an arm or leg (indicating a possible stroke)
• severe pain or swelling in the calf (indicating a possible clot in the leg)
• unusually heall)I vaginal bleeding
• 5e'Jef'e pain or tenderness in the lower abdominal area
• persistent pain, pus, or bleeding at the injection site
What are the pOssible llide effects of DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
I .Weigh! Gain
You may experience a wei2ht gain while you are using DEPO-PROVERA. About two thirds of
the women who used DEPO-PROVERA in clinical trials reported a weight gain of about 5 pounds
during the first year of use. You may continue to gain weight after the iirst year. Women in one
large study who used DEPO-PROVERA for 2 years gained an average total of 8.1 pounds cmr
those 2 years, or approximately 4 pounds per year. Women who continued for 4 years gained an
average t~ of 13.8 pounds over those 4 years, or approximately 3.5 pounds per year. Women
who continued for 6 rears gamed an average total of 165 pounds over those 6 years, or
approximately 2.75 pounds per year.
·
2.0ther Side E.ffects
In a clinical study of <:Ner 3,900 women who used DEPO-PROVERA for up to 7 years. some
women reported the following effects that may or may not have been related to their use of
DEPO-PROVERA: Irregular menstrual bleeding, amenorrhea, headache, nervousness, abdominal
cramps, dizziness. weakness or fatigue. decreased sexual desire, lei! cramps. nausea. vaginal
discharge QI' irritation, breast swelling and tenderness, bloating. sweirng of the hands or feet,
backache, depression, insomnia, acne, peMc pain. no hair growth or excessive hair loss, rash, hot
flashes. and joint pain. Other problems were reported b'f very few of the women in the cflnicaJ
trials, but some of these could be serious. These include cOl'MJl5ions, jaun<ice, urinary tract
infections. allergic reactions, fainting. paralysis. osteoporosis, lack- of mum to fertility. deep vein
thrombosis. purmonary embolus; breast cancer. or cervical cancer. If these or attf other problems
occur during your use of DEPO-PROVERA. discuss them with your health-careJl~
Should en, precautions be followed during UM of DEPO-PROVERA
(fonlnicepttve Injection?
I .Missed Periods
..
DIJr:ing the time you are using DEPO-PROVERA for contraception. )'OU ITlil'/ sl<iJ> a period, or your
periods may stop complet~ If )'OU have been recejving your DEPO-PROVERA injections
regularly~ 3 months ( 13 weeks), then you are probably not pregnant However, if you think
that you ma)' be p!'eilWll. see your health-Care provider.
2.LabaotoryTest /nreioctims
.
If ~are scheduled for aT'f laboratory tests. tell )'OUr health-care provider that you are using '
&ro,l;~~ for contraception. Certain blood tests are affected by hormones such as

What If I want to become pregnant after using DEPO-PROVERA Con1raceptlve
Injection?
.
Because DEPO.PROVERA is a long-acting birth control method, it takes some time after your last
injection for its effect to wear off. Based on the results from a large study done in the United States.
for women who stop using DEPO-PROVERA in order to become pregnant. it is e><peeted that
about half of those who become pregnant will do so in about I0 months after their last injection;
about two thirds of those who become pregnant will do so in about 12 months; about 83% of
those who become pregnant wiU do so in about 15 months; and about 93% of those who become
The following table shows the percent of women who got pregnant while using different kinds of pregnant will do so in about 18 months after their last injection. The length of time you use DEPO.• contraceptive methods. It gives both the lowest expected rate of pregnancy (the rate expected PROVERA has no effect on how IOl'1I! it takes you to become pregnant after you stop using it.
in women whO use each method exactly as it should be used) and the typical rate of pregnancy What are the rlslla of llllng DEPO-PROVERA Contriceptive Injection?
(which includes women who became pregn4111 because they forgot to use their birth control or Ilrregukir Menstrual Bleeding
The side effect reported most frequently by women wtlo use DEPO-PROVERA for
because they did not follow the directiOns exactly).
contraception is a change in their normal menstrual cycle. During the first year of using DEPO...._...of Women~ Ill Accldentlll Pngmncy
PROVERA. you might have one or more of the following changes: irregular or unpredictable
In ... Flrlt y.., of eonu.- u..
bleeding or spotting. an increase or decrease in menstrual bleeding or no bleeding at all. Unusually
heavy or continuous bleeding hOwelll!r, is not a usual effect of DEPO-PROVERA; and if this
"
'
Melhod
happen; you should see your health-care provider rigl1t ~ Wrth continued use of DEPO- ·
PROVER.A. bleeding usual~ decreases, and rraiy womeri stop having periods completely. In
DEPO-PROVEAA
0.3
0.3
dinical
studies of. DEPO-f'P.OVERA, 55% of the women .studied reported no menstrual bleeding
Q.2•
l~(l'llcrplant)
..
0.2*
(amenorrhea) after I yr,ar of use, and 68% ofthe women studied reported no menstrual bleeding
F«male steriiution
0:1
0.2
after 2 rears of use. The reason that your periods stop is because DEPO-PROVERA causes a
0.15.
Mile>terilizatial
0.1
resting state in your ovaries. When your ovaries do not release an egg month~the
regular
monthly growth of the IOOg of )'OlT !UM does not occur and, therefore, the . .
that
Oral contraceptive (pil)
3
comes with your normal menstruabon does not take place. When you stop US111g D
D
lnteroaions
0.1
CcmOOed
C ren ( · utethimide is an anticancer drug that may ~ decrease the
~~~period
wiD
usually.
in
time,
return
to
its
normal
cycle.
Progeslogen only
0.5
ectiveness
if the two drugs are given during the same time.
IUD
3
Use of DEPO-PR0JrRA may be i!SSQCiated with a decrease in the amount of mineral stored in
N . Mo!hel3
"
your bones. This could l1crease your risk of~ bone fi'act\.res. The rate of bone mineral
Progestawt
l.O
DEPO-PROVl:RA can be passed to the nursi infant in the breast milk. no harmful
loss is greatest in the wty rears of DEPO-PROVEAA lise, but after that. it ~to resemble the
ave been found in these children. DEPO-PROVE'\!: does not preYe11t the breasts from
c~T390A
0.8
normaT rate of age-related bone mineral m
producinR milk. so it can be used by nursing mothers. HO\Yeller, to minimize the amount of
12
Ccndom (without spermicide)
2
3.Cancer
DEPO-PP.OVERA that is passed to the infant in the first weeks after birth, you should wait until
6
18
Diaphrapn (wilh spermicide)
Studies of women who have used different !Orms of contraception found that women who used 6 weeks after chiklbirth before )'OU ~-~ng ~fROVERA for c~eptiort
18
Cet'llialcap
6
DEPO;PROVERA for contraception had no increased CM!rall risk· of~ cancer of the How
do t l9t mv lhOt of l1E'O-PROVERA Colltnlceptive lnjeCllOn?
breast. Olaf'/. uterus. cervix. or rtver. However. women under 35 rears of'~ first e>cpOS1Jre '.he ~.~.of ~EPO-PROVERA is 150mg1f!11erY ~.months ( 13 weeks) given in a
18
Wllhdrawal
~
to
DEPO-PROVERA Wil5 within the previous 4 to 5 ~ may have a
increased risk of S1!121e mtramuscular tnjeCt!On' mthe buttock or upper arm. To make sure that )'OU are not pregnant
1-9
20
~ abstinence
develollin2 breast cancer similar to that seen with oral coritraceptives. You ould discuss this with ;rt the time of the first injection. it is essential that the injection be given ONLY during the first
21
Soermicid!! alone
3
YOU!' tieaJih-care prOYidei:
.
5 days of a normal menstrual period. ~ used following the ~ of a child, the first il)ection of
~~·
Vapial Sponge
DEPO-PROVEAA MUST be given within 5 days after childbirth if you are not breast-~ or
Because DEPO-PROJERA is such an ~ contraceptive method. the risk of accidental 6 weeks after childbirth if you are exclusively breast·feeding. If }'OU wait longer than 3 months
18
6
used before chiklJir1h
~ for women who get their shots regularly (~ 3 months [13 weeksD is very low. (13 weeks) between injections. or longer than 6 weeks after delivery. )1XJI' health-care pnMder
28
9
usedalterchilci>ir'th
While there have been ~ of an increased risk of low birth~ and neonatal infant death should determine that you are not pregnant before ~ you your injection of DEPO-PROVERA.
!\In ...........
A~
AS
or other health prob1enis 1n infants conceived close to the time of injection. such ~ are
S?l.Wte: Trussell et al Obstet G~. 199(}.76:558-567.
W1Common. If )'OU think you may have become pregnant vdlile using DEPO-PRO'VERA for Rx only
CS-7-S
contraception, see youi- health-are pnMder as soon as possible.
•from~ padQae iruert.
5Allergic Reaaions
Who lhciuld not ... DEP0-PR0VERA Colltl IC ~tin~?
Not all women should use DEPO·PROVERA. You shou not use DEPO-PROVERA if )'OU have Some women using DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection have reported seYere and
potentially rife.threatening allergic reactions known as anaPhytaxis and anaphylactcid reactions.
~ of~.~lowing.c~
s~ include the sudden onset of hives or M'elling and itdling of the slcin. breathilg
diflicuJties. and a drop in blood pressure.
:
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Collene Basketball Notebook ·
Fathers cheer on the sons, sons cheer up the fathers
ANDREW BAGNATO
SKIP MYSLENSKI

&

CHICAGO TRIBUNE

•
•

•

.
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MINNEAPOLIS-- Duke's . Mike
Dunleavy and Arizona's Luke Walton
grew up in hoop homes; Dunleavy's
father, Mike, played in the NBA and
coaches the Portland Trail Blazers, while
Walton's dad, Bill, was an NBA great
and now works as a television analyst.
Both players have been witness to
the backstage world of pro basketball.
"A lot of times in the NBA, it's not
being a basketball coach as much as it's
a management job," said Dunleavy, the
coach's son. "You have to deal with
issues like cell phones, not basketball,
and right now my dad's coaching 12 AllStars. There are a lot of adjustments, a
lot of dealing with individuals. I think
this is my dad's best coaching job. I'm
very proud of him."
Said Luke Walton: "I'll be watching
an NBA game and hear him express one
of his opinions and think, "Uh-oh, he's
going to get some e-mails this weekend."'
Dunleavy led Duke with 21 points in
Monday night's 82-72 victory:- Walton
scored four points for the Wildcats.
Of fathers and sons II: Basketball
was an afterthought in Duke center
Casey Sanders' home in Tampa. His

father, Jesse, was a bass player and his
mother, Alice, worked in arts and crafts.
"Growing up, (sports) wasn't a big
issue for us," he said. "Mostly, it was just
talking about life."
Flashback: Arizona junior forward
Michael Wright is most noted· for his
relentless work ethic, and for an attitude
so admirable
that his teammates
have
nicknamed
him, "Michael
Olson, " confirming that
he is very
much
an
extension of
Wildcats .
coach
Lute
Olson.
But back
when he was a
freshman at
Farragut
Academy,
Wright was a
typical young
kid inclined to
seek the easiest way to
tomorrow. But
that ~s the

year he was a teammate of Kevin
Garnett.
"He used to work so hard in practice," remembered Wright. "Everybody
used to fool around and everybody used
to be getting ready to go, and he'd be in
the gym just shooting all day. At the. end
of the year, he was picked number five in
the draft, so I figured out if I worked as

Duke's Mike
Dunleavy,
#34, battles
_Arizona's
Luke Walton,..
#4, for a ball
in the second
half of the
NCAA men's.
championship
game. Both
players have
.fathers who
played in the
NBA.

PHOTO BY
PATRICK
SCHNEIDER/

KNIGHT· RIDDER
TRIBUNE

hard as he did, it'll pay off. He just triggered my work ethic."
No kidding: In today's parlance,
Arizona is considered a West Coast team.
But the Wildcats roster includes Wright
of Chicago and center Loren Woods of
St. Louis, guard Jason Gardner of
Indianapolis and forward Justin Wessel
of Cedar ~apids, Iowa.
How, Olson was· asked, can he successfully recruit kids who live so far
from Tucson?
"There are a lot of kids who don't
like cold weather," he said.
Looking ahead: Next year's Final
Four tips off in Atlanta's Georgia Dome,
with the national semifinals March 30
and the final on April 1.
Chicago_and the United Center_will
play host to first and second rounds of
the Midwest Regio11:al March 15 and 17
and the regional finals will be in the Kohl
Center at the University of Wisconsin in
Madison on March 22 and. 24.
Record watch: Jason Williams' 16point performance gave him 840 points
this season, breaking Dick Groat's 50year-old Duke single-season record of
831. ..". With nine three-pointers, Duke
finished the NCAA tournament with 60,
tying the record set by Arkansas in 1995.

Versatility. Its a quality we all admire. Particularly in the
workplace. Because employees who can do many things
well enable their company to do the same. The

fact that

the Orlando Sentinel has grown into Orlando Sentinel
Communications - a multimecjia company with Web
sites, a 24-hour cable news station, direct mail, database
marketing, and more -

is a testament to the diverse

talents of employees like Angela. An award-winning photographer, Angela has also done her share of diversifying
-

becoming an accomplished teacher, mentor, dancer

and more during her years with the Sentinel. And like
Angela, the Sentinel has many exciting plans for the
future. But we cant get-there

ft i~; th~tsmy favorite part of
,. rrlyjobi To'be al;leto share
theye stories and-help make
., .gaqefthirigs
happen,;·:'.:-\f:=::;:·:=
/
--~:.:

without individual vision and versatility.

::'..

~ one of many long-term

Maybe you have those qualities. And like Angela, you

employees, what do you think
keeps people here?

long to discover more about yourself. If so, think Orlando

For one thing, its a very open
env;ronment, very receptive to
n.ew ideas. Everyone has been
supportivein everything I ve
tried to do. Theyve helped me
/WJ n:tyown strengths.

Sentinel Communications. Because we know the only
way to achieve our company s full potential is to help our
employees achieve theirs.

Call the Sentinel CareerLine today at
407 /872-7200, category 9121.
Oh, lots of change, We re a
multimedia company, so we re

redefining ourselves, doing a for

To visit online, go to ·
OrlandoSentinel.com/careers

<>fthings no one else is
dqfng •..and thats .exqfing.
,
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Herpo~rful photo~raphk

Images have gameredAngela
many exhibits

JI

People touching lives

through information.
Information touching lives

through people.
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Three Clemson Tigers face felony charges
KEN TYSIAC
KNIGHT-RIDDER NEWSPAPERS

CLEMSON, S.C. - Three
Clemson reserve defensive linemen were suspended from the
football
team indefinitely
Tuesday after their arrests on
multiple charges, including five
felony counts each of firstdegree burglary.
Paul White Jr., 20, of
Columbia; Marcus Keenan "
Lewis, 20, of Lithonia, Ga. ,
and
Tyrone
Dewayne
Dickerson, 19, of Rock Hill,
were taken to the Clemson
city jail Tuesday evening to
await arraignment this morning.

In addition to the burglary
charges, the players, all sophomores, each face one misdemeanor count of interference
with a fire alarm and another
misdemeanor count of simple
larceny. The burglary charges
carry the most severe penalty - a maximum penalty of 15
years to life in prison with no
possibility of parole.
According to
Clemson

Saxon, the
players
burglarized
five rooms
student

•

Quarterback
Ryan Schneider
and the UCF foot·
ball team may play
against a short-handed
Clemson team on Sept. I,
as three Tigers are fadng
burglary charges.

dence halls after pulling fire phones, which are suspected to
alarms to cause students to have been purchased with the
evacuate the buildings. Police stolen credit cards, Brown said.
said the players burglarized five
Saxon said 13th Circuit
rooms - one in Lever Hall and Solicitor Bob Ariail is studying
four in Byrnes Hall - after the possibility of additional
pulling alarms on three different charges stemming from the use
of stolen credit cards to buy the
nights.
"It's very serious," Saxon merchandise.
White, who is awaiting sensaid. "Clemson takes this very
tencing after pleading guilty to
seriously."
Arrest warrants show that separate federal counterfeiting
the players are accused of tak- charges on Feb. 28, was helpful
ing a total of 12 credit and/or to police in the investigation of
financial transaction cards in the burglary plot, Saxon said.
addition to several items of jew- After White was investigated on
elry from the rooms that had the counterfeiting charges,
been evacuated. According to Saxon said, the new investigathe warrants , the burglaries took tion was launched partly
place between July 30 and because of White's cooperation.
"Investigators
(also)
November 30 of last year.
South
Carolina
Law already were looking at some
Enforcement Division agent people on cameras in different
Dean Brown said surveillance places, · WaJ-Mart, where the
cameras at Wal-Mart stores in credit cards were used," Saxon
Anderson and Seneca captured said.
videotaped images of White and
None of the players spoke
Lewis purchasing goods with when given the opportunity to
the stolen credit cards. Brown comment after being booked at
and the Secret Service assisted · the university police station
university police with the Tuesday evening.
investigation.
Reached by telephone, the
Police have seized mer- mothers of Lewis and Dickerson
chandise that was in possession declined to comment Tuesday
of the players, including televi- night. Efforts to reach White's
sions, DVD players, CD play- parents were unsuccessful.
ers, clothing, shoes and teleThe play
were held in

Clemson city jail overnight with
arraignment scheduled today
before a university judge and a
state circuit judge. The circuit
judge will set the bond on the
burglary charges, Saxon said.
In some cases, the victims
were not aware that items were
missing, Saxon said.
"And we've got some things
we're still trying to find," Saxon
said.
Clemson coach Tommy
Bowden said Tuesday night that
he will meet with the players
and their parents today before
commenting on the situation.
University spokeswoman Robin
Denny said the university judicial review of the case is under
way.
"I would say the felony
charge is one of the more -serious (charges)," Denny said.
Lewis played 155 snaps
over 11 games last season, making 10 tackles with three tackles
for loss, including one sack.
White made eight tackles in
58 snaps over the first five
games before being kept out of
the lineup for the remainder of
the season. Dickerson, a walkon, made his lone appearance
against Missouri, when he participated in three plays and
made one tackle.
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At Jefferson Commons, we offer much more
than apartments. We offer amenities and
services that cater to your lifestyle. Our
wide variety of floorplans and fully
furnished apartments were made with you
in mind.

Located at: 11841 Jefferson Commons Circle, on Alafaya across from Bank of America Phone: 407-382-4114

www.jeffersoncommons-orlando.com

More f riends.
Morefunia
More amenities.
Extended Basic Cable & HBO in each room.
Student gameroom with billiards, TV and
more. Computer Center with fax and copiers.
Internet access in each bedroom. Pool plaza
with heated outdoor jacuzzi. Washer/dryer
in every apartment. Covered basketball
pavilion .... and much more.
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"A Full Service Florist"

Fax: 679-6787
15% Discount to
All Students &
Faculty with I.D.

TEN YEARS SERVICING THE COMMUNITY
Wire Service or
Delivery available
over phone with
Major Credit Card

1345 Howell Branch Road
Winter Park, FL 32789
407•629 •0050

"Same Day Delivery"

wire service excludes discount

J;:>ean & University
10069 University Blvd. .
Orlando, FL 32817
407 -679-5144

www.allinbloom.com

Waterford Lakes
711 N. Alafaya Trail
Orlando, FL 32828
407-281-7666
1-866-415-9554

We service to
ALL parts of
the country

ctclivery service excludes discount
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You've been told you need
work experience be/ore
getting your MBA.
I don't think so .
James Park, University ofFlorida 19981 2000 £4MBA graduate

O'Doyles

Business Analyst, Glopal Solutions/PCS

· 'JEF:F DotNACK
Jumpstart your career by applying today for admission
in the Early Advantage MBA program ot the (rummer Graduate
School of Business, Rollins College in Orlando, Fla. In less than
two years you can eom on MBA ond could be making twice
that of those without on MBA. No experience necessary.

.

CONTROiuTING WRITER

Avoiloble concentrations:
E-Commerce Ifinance I lnternotionol Business IManagement
Marketing IOperations Monogement/ Information Technology

The Crummer Advantage:
~
• lntemotionol study trip included
·
• Notebook romputer included
• World-doss professors
• Mentor program
• Consuhing projects

Look otwww.crummer.rollins.edu. Or call 1-800-866-2405.
for more information and schedule ovisit today.

Experience 8 countries in 14 days! Take a gondola ride
through Venice canals. climb to the top of the Eiffel Tower,
experience a typical ~avarian beer hall, and more!

$t815

BEACHISOmIDREEFS
Discover Australia! Spend 14 days in the Land Down Under.
Cross the Tropic of Capricorn, visit Cape Byron, stay at
Surters Paradise and enjoy Australia's national parks and
natural attractions.
$98&
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Join this •easy going adventure" through South Africa and
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vehicles, plunge into the warm waters of the Indian Ocean and
go wine tasting north of the Capel
$1899
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From the Spans Desk
Pope earns National Pitcher-of-the-Week for
second time

COMPILED FROM STAFF AND WIRE REPORTS

UCF women's soccer signs Pennsylvania star
UCF women's soccer coach Amanda
Cromwell announced the signing of midfielder/striker Becca Eshelman (Akron, Pa./Ephrata
HS) to join the Golde:q. Knights soccer team and
attend class in the fall.
Through three high school seasons playing
under coach Gary Ross, the 5-foot-3
Eshelman holds the Ephrata High School
goal scoring record. During that span,
Eshelman scored 62 goals and tallied 50 assists
for 174 points. She also led the Ephrata High
School girl's team to the PIAA State
Championship two consecutive seasons after
the team had never made it to the state tournament before.
A two-time All-State and three-time AllDistrict selection, Eshleman also averaged just
under .two goals per game on her off-season
LANCO County club team. A well-rounded
athlete, Eshleman also lettered in basketball
and tennis for two years.
Eshelman joins Allison Blagriff, JoAnna
Black and Randi Holcomb as the
four
women's
soccer
signees for the fall of ,
2001.

UCF starting pitcher Justin Pope was honored as Collegiate Baseball's National Pitcherof-the-Week for the second time this season.
On March 30, Pope threw eight innings
while striking out a career-high 15 as· UCF
edged out Mercer 5-3 in Macon, Ga. The
junior right-hander also broke former
University of Texas pitcher Roger Clemens'
NCAA Division I record for consecutive scoreless innings with 38.1 innings, surpassing
Clemens' former mark of 35.
No UCF pitcher has won the national
award prior to Pope, and with this honor Pope
ties Southern California's Mark Prior and Cal
State-Fullerton's Kirk Saarloos as the only
three pitchers to win the award twice this sea- .
son.
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McWilliams to join
UCF volleyball coaching staff
UCF volleyball head
coach
"Meg
Colado
announced the hiring of
. Tracy L. Mc Williams as an
assistant coach on March
28.
McWilliams comes to
UCF from Arkansas Tech
University, where she compiled a 137-55 record during
her five seasons as head
coach. in 2000, her team had a
36-5 overall record and went 120 in the Gulf South Conference,
and became a South Central
Regional Semifinalist. Mc Williams
also served as senior women's administrator
at Arkansas Tech from 1996-98.
[
"Tracy is going to be a wonderful addi- 1,
tion to the program," Colado said. "She

j\,

comes from a very high-level background as .·:.·.·•·..•· ·
a player and has proven herself as a very tal- i · :
ented head coach. She will bring experience f .
and knowledge to the program and we are I .
all looking forward to having her here."
A 1996 graduate of the University of . "
Texas at Austin, Mc Williams is pursuing a
master's degree in physical education.
McWilliams replaces Mike Webster,
who accepted an assistant coach position at
the University of Connecticut.

3-Bedroom I 2 Bath Homes
From Under $500 per Month

UP TO $15,000 OFF
Hurry - Limited Time Offer!
DEERWOOD
A Manutactured Home commllllilY

2 Sparkling Pools
Clubh•se
Recreational Areas
~.

I

1575 Pel Street • Orlando, FL 32828
2 miles east of Alafaya on East Coloniai (Hwy. 50)
( 407) 281-6029

,.

NEVER WAIT FOR
1::: QUIP.ME NT.
EXPERIENCE THE
OJF'FERENCE.
•BRA.ND NEW EQUIPMENT

& f"'ACfLITIES

PHOTO BY JASON KOKOTOFF
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UP TO 40,000 SQ. FT.

• 70

PIECES OF' CAROIO

Et;JUIPMENT
•SPINNING
• AEROBIC & KICICBOX
CLASSES
• MASSAGE
I~

•TANNING

STUDENT

•· DISCOUNT

--------,:

!:Ii 1 DOWN

I
I ENROLLMENT F"EE I
I Two Weeks Free. FirstTime Visitors Only. I
L -· _ !!~~!!e~_!!!1 ~~o~ __ ...I
RED BUG LAKE

8c TUSCAWILLA

696-0600

NEW LOCATION!
8c 436

ALTAMONTE: 1•4

831-0100

WWW.GOLDSGYMORLANDO.COM
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Men's Tennis Notebook

Men's tennis team ready for big week
CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER

After a big weekend set with
tough opponents Depaul and No.
66 Florida Atlantic, the Golden
Knights received a much need
week of rest last week. Still, this
time was vital to prepare to for
this week's local showdowns at
Rollins and South Florida.
UCF will take on Rollins
April 12 at 2:30 p.m. Rollins, a
Division II team, is ranked No. 9
in the W~ngspanBank.com
Collegiate Tennis Rankings:
Their wins include a 6-3 victory
over one of UCF's Trans
American Atlantic Conference
rivals, Stetson. Rollins' strength
lies in its top-seeded players,
particularly No. 1 senior Matt
Porter, who has a 21-3 overall
record this season. Porter is followed by freshman Mark
Thompson, 13-2, and sophomore Goran Sterijovski, 11-8.
Rollins has also been very
strong in doubles, with the comof
Porter
and
bination
Sterijovski going 20-1 this season. The second-seeded team of
Thompson and fellow freshman

Stetson, and Georgia State.
Drew Sipka has gone 8-0.
On Friday, the Knights will
drive out to Tampa and take on Doubles Problems
the Bulls of South Florida. USF
Cashman is still tinkering in
is Ranked 33rd in the Division I an effort to solve the problems
rankings with a 12-6 record. the Golden Knights have exhibThey are a very deep team, ited in doubles play this season.
paced by freshmen Martin UCF has lost the doubles point
'21-4,
and
Max IO times this season
Wetzel,
"I feel we have a hole in our
Dockhorn, 21-7. That same doubles duo is 8-1.
lineup in doubles," Cashman
Both teams should prove to said. "We don't have enough
good doubles players."
be a good test for UCF.
The team's last match with
"They're tough matches for
us to prepare for," UCF Head Florida Atlantic sported three
Coach Bobby Cashman said. new doubles teams. Only one
"The team needs to step up as a team, the combination of topseeded
seniors
Federico
group and come together."
These are the final two reg- Camacho and William Guerin,
ular season matches for the has produced a winning record
Golden Knights, who are 11-5 this year, 7-4.
Ailing Knights
on the year. After that, UCF will
Junior Johan Westin will
have about a week to prepare for
the postseason. On April 19, the test his aching back in a singles
team will compete in the TAAC match versus South Florida. The
Championships. UCF finished injury, a muscle strain that has
the reguhr season with a 3-2 forced· him out to pull out of
record in conference play.
some matches in recent weeks,
"W~'re a little bit aways," has troubled him all season long.
Cashman said. "We can improve .. Westin has been working on
strengthening it and Cashman
on a few aspects."
UCF is among the favorites, feels that the week of rest should
including Florida · Atlantic, help.

Meanwhile,
sophomore
Augusto Sanabria is struggling
with his asthma. He has
switched medication in an effort
to counter the problem that has
kept him from being 100 percent
all year.

Still Ranked
Despite the loss to Florida
Atlantic, UCF remained in the
national rankings. After climbing to the highest ranking in
their history, #58, the Golden
Knights fell back to #70. It is the
team's fifth consecutive week on
the list.
Around the TAAC
Also among the ·rankings
are fellow TAAC members
Florida Atlantic and Georgia
State. FAU currently stands at
#57, while GSU is 59th.
In addition to being the conference's top ranked team,
Florida Atlantic also has the best
in-·conference record. The win
over UCF clinched an undefeated season for FAU against TAAC
opponents, 6-0. Their overall
record of 15-3 is second only to
Stetson's 18-3. Stetson is also

second in TAAC record at 4-1.
Troy State, 3-1, could also sneak
in with a match left to go against
conference doormat Mercer.
UCF's 3-2 record keeps them in
the middle of the TAAC standings with defending champ
Georgia State, 4-3.
Mercer will host this year's
conference tournament. It will
last from April 19-22 in Macon,
Ga., and be held at the John
Drew Smith Tennis Center.
UCF freshman Gabriel
Stangberg's 11-3 record ranks
seventh among singles records in
the TAAC. Stetson's Libor
Sedivak leads with an 18-2
mark. His 7-1 ·record against two
seeds is among the best in the
conference.
Camacho's 8-6 singles
record against top seeds ties for
sixth in the conference. Florida
Atlantic's Doug Devriendt leads
at 13-2, followed by Stetson's
Piero Demichelli, 15-4.
Camacho and Guerin's doubles mark of 7-4 ranks ninth in
conference among teams with 10
matches or more. Florida
Atlantic's Martin Jirak and Yalin
Bilgin lead at 14-1.

Attention
UCF Student Clubs &
Organizations

Win $350 Cash
•

UCF Bookstore Buyback Contest
Sell back your textbooks to the on-campus
bookstore and remember to specify your
· organization's name.
Have the largest number of textbooks bought
back between April 23-30, 2001
and your club wins the cash!

Bookstore
Your On-ca1npus Store
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Pope, Arnold, Lubrano·get wins in respective ·starts
FROM PAGE A-24

earn a 7-5 win. Arnold allowed six hits and
five earned runs, struck out five and
walked two.
Offensively for UCF, Ehrnsberger hit
his fourth home run of the series, going 1for-3 with two RBis. Frost and Fox also
went 1-for-3 with two RBis. The Golden
Knights had three extra base hits in the
game.
In the series finale, freshman left-hander Paul Lubrano (3-2) allowed just one
run over 5 .2 innings to lead UCF to a 6-1
victory and earn his first win as a UCF
starting pitcher. Lubrano scattered seven
hits, struck out three and walked three.
Reliever Zach Sutton got the final four
outs of the game without giving up a hit.
The Golden Knights jumped out to an
early lead with three runs in the first
inning, and added -two more in the fifth and
one in the seventh. Kurella went 3-for-4
with two RBis, while leftfielder Matt
Meath was 2-for-2. Centerfielder Mike
Myers had two RBis for UCF, and Frost
went 2-for-4.
Samford starting pitcher Jared Smith
(0-1) allowed five earned runs on eight hits
in four innings of work. The Bulldogs
scored their only run of the game on a solo
home run by Jason Livermore in the fifth
inning off Lubrano. Livermore and Grant
Caldwell each had two hits in the game.
By sweeping the three-game series,
UCF reached the 30-win plateau for the
17th time in school history, including 16
times under current head coach Jay

PHOTO BY ADAM SHIVER

Senior right·hander Jason Arnold is 7-1 with a
1.64 ERA for the Golden Knights this year.
2001 is Arnold's first season as a starting
pitcher; he spent the previous three years as
UCF's closer.
Bergman. The victory in Saturday's first
game marked Bergman's 950th career win.
Bergman is currently in 25th place for alltime Division I wins, 25 wins shy of active
New Mexico State coach Gary Ward.
UCF suffers midweek loss to South

Florida
John Vigue pitched seven strong
innings while the South Florida offense
pounded out 19 hits for a 15-5 win over
UCF on April 3 at Jay Bergman Field.
Vigue (3-3) threw seven innings scattering eight hits and four runs, while walking one and fanning three in 99 pitches.
The Bulls (16-16) hit UCF starter
Brad Busbin (4-2) for seven runs in 4.1
innings. Myron Leslie hit a two-RBI double in the third inning, and then Chris
Cuccia hit a solo home run in the fourth.
UCF mounted several attacks, but
found their old nemesis by grounding into
three inning-ending double plays. The
Bulls silenced any opportunity of a comeback with a six-run ninth ~nning in which
UCF used three pitchers.
Every South Florida starter recorded a
hit and seven of the nine had an RBI.
Daniel Boyd went 3-for-5 with a double,
three RBI and two stolen bases. Leslie
had an outstanding day in the field with
five assists and matched it with his bat
going 2-for-6 with two RBI and a double.
Cuccia, Ben Drawdy, Mike Barclay and
Mike Eylward all recorded two hits for the
Bulls.
Mike Fox was a bright spot for the
Golden Knights, posting a 2-for-3 day
with two doubles and an RBI. Jeremy
Kurella, Chad Ehmsberger and Andy
Johnson each rec,prded two hits.
Justin Cerrato threw two · scoreless
innings of relief out of the UCF bullpen,
but was the only Golden Knight pitcher to
have any success. The Golden Knights

pitching staff, who came into the game
among the national leaders in earned-run
average, saw their team ERA numbers go
from 2.64 to 3.01 by the end of the game.
Jay Bergman Field saw its largest
attendance figure for a midweek game, as
1,038 fans attended the contest.
Up Next
UCF plays a three-game series against
TAAC foe Campbell this weekend at Jay
Bergman Field. Campbell and UCF are
tied for second in the conference standings
with 9-3 records, and both earned series
sweeps last weekend. UCF beat Samford,
while Campbell took three games from
Jacksonville State. The two teams will face
off at 6 p.m. on April 13, and then play a
doubleheader beginning at 1 p.m. on April
14. UCF will start Justin Pope (8-1, 1.66
ERA) in the first game, Jason Arnold (7-1,
1.64 ERA) in the second game and Paul
Lubrano (3-2, 1.29 ERA) in the series
finale.
Hitter of the Week: Chad Ehrnsberger
The senior third baseman hit four
home runs in UCF's series sweep of
Samford, setting or tying four school
records.
Pitcher of the Week: Paul Lubrano
The freshman left-hander held
Samford to just one run in 5.2 innings in
the series finale, and earned his first-ever
win as a Golden Knight starting pitcher.

Wire services we"re used in this report

This way to the Future .... 21st century careers
begin with graduate study at UCF

.

-UCF
GraGiuate
Studies
Offering more than
80 master's and
doctoral programs

apply online
www.graduate.ucf.edu

"
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Winch signs 13 for UCF men's soccer
COMPILED FROM STAFF AND WIRE REPORTS

UCF men's soccer coach Bob Winch
has announced the
signing of 13 soccer
players who will
attend UCF in the fall.
Christian Portillo,
Sherwin
Sergeant,
Brad Wagner, Richard
Olmas, Matt Nicosia, ......,.___....__ _.
Gordie Myrick, Daniel
Winch
Behrane, Zigai Habtom, Maurico Ruiz,
K wame Clark, . Koyadome Koyagia1o,
Juuso Heikurainen and Ryan Mcintosh
have all signed their letters of intent.
Here is what Winch has to say about
each player:
Christian Portillo, Midfielder,
Englewood, Fla. (Heritage Christian)
Winch: "Christian is a very fast midfielder with excellent technique and fine
passing ability."

Sherwin

Sergeant,

Midfield~r,

Spartanburg, S.C. (Methodist JC)
Winch: "Sherwin is a great athlete

who possesses a wide range of mobility
in the center of the field. He was a
3umor
college
All-American
at
Spartanburg Methodist."

Daniel Behrane, Striker, St. Louis,
Mo. (Harris Stowe College)
Winch: "Daniel is one of two players we've recruited that played on the
national semifinalist team. He possesses
excellent speed up front with t~e skill to
play with his back to the goal as well as
being a slashing-type striker."

Brad Wagner, Defender, ·Slidell,
La. (Meridian CC)
Winch: "Brad was captain of his JC
National Championship. He is a strong
leader ·on the field with good defending
skills."

Zigai Habtom, Midfielder, St.
Louis, Mo. (Harris Stowe College)
Winch: "Zigai was a teammate of
Daniel '(Behrane) at Harris Stowe. He is
a hard working ball-winner in the central
midfield."

Richard Olmas, Goalkeeper,
Bullard, Texas (Tyler JC)
Winch: "Richard has great range,
leadership abilities and athleticism in the
18-yard box."

Mauricio Ruiz, Midfield/Striker,
Orlando, Fla. (Cypress Creek)
Winch: "Mauricio is a very technical player that excels in 1 v. 1 situations.
He was an All-State selection in high
school and the Orange Cottnty Player-ofthe-Year."

Matt Nicosia, Defender, Madison,
Miss. (Jackson FC)
Winch: "Matt is a very intelligent
player on the field with great versatility."

Winch: "Kwame was a junior college All-American at Monroe. He is a
very diverse athlete that can help us out
in many different roles."

Koyadome Koyagialo, Striker,
Atlanta, Ga. (Georgia Perimeter
College)
Winch: "Koyadome was a junior
college All-American. He is a very hard
player to defend and has the versatility
to adjust to playing defense if needed."
Juuso Heikurainen, Goalkeeper,
Helsinki, Finland (Mercuri Business
School)
Winch: "Juuso was a member of the
Honka FC 1st Division Team. He brings
a lot of experience to the table and can
fill a leadership role on the team."

Ryan Mcintosh, Goalkeeper,
Cooper City, Fla. (St. Thomas Aquinas)
Winch: "Ryan is a Florida All-State
goalkeeper j;lld probably the best keeper
Kwame
Clark,
Midfielder, coming out of the Florida high school
Rochester, N. Y. (Monroe Community · and club teams."
College)

Gordie Myrick, Striker, Gulfport,
Miss. (Jackson FC)
Winch: "Gordie was an All-State
striker who utilized a great work rate and
physical presence,"
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CHEAP GUYS
COMPUTER

LONGWOOD HWY 17-92 & HWY 434407-379-0080
WEST ORLANDONORTH LANE & PINE HILLS RD
407-299-9943
SOUTH .ORLANDOJOHN YOUNG &AMERICANA
407-447-1429

AMD 1 INTEL & MICROSOFT CERTIFIED SYSTEM BUILDERS

OPEN
MON-SAT 10AM-9PM
SUN 11 AM- 6 PM
1-Sn-99-CHEAP

WWW.CHEAPGUYS.COM LARGEST INDEPENDENT DEALER IN CENTRAL FLORIDA

CHEAP GUYS IS NOW OPEN@ 3 LOCATIONS
. WHY BUY FROM THE CHEAP GUYS?
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

WE CUSTOM BUILD SYSTEMS TO FIT YOUR BUDGET
WE DON'T MAKE YOU PAY FIRST AND THEN WAIT 2 WEEKS FOR YOUR SYSTEM
WE HAVE SYSTEMS IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE SALE
OUR SAL1:S AND SERVICE DEPARTMENTS ARE OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
ALL SYSTEMS COME WIH LEGALLY LOADED OPERATING SYSTEMS. CD'S, AND
CERTIFICATES OF AUTHENTICITY ARE ALWAYS PROVIDED.
EVEN SPECIAL ORDERS ARE USUALLY COMPLETED WITHIN 72 HOURS
NO RUSH FEES
NO FUZZV MATH ON UPGRADES OR DOWNGRADES OF SYSTEMS
NO BAIT & SWITCH TACTICS HERE
OVER smo,ooo IN INVENTORY TO SERVE ALL YOUR COMPUTER NEEDS

THE FAMILY MASTER PLATINUM
MIDTOWER DELUXEATX CHASSIS, 300 WATT POWER SUPPLY, ECS K7VZA DELUXE SOCKET A
MAJNBOARD, AMD ATHLON THUNDERBIRD 1000 CPq& MB PC133 MICRON SDRM, 40 GB ULTRA
ATA-100 HARD DRNE, 84 MB.VOODOO 5 5500 DELUXE NGINTEGRATED AGP GRAPHICS CARD, 58K
V.90 HARDWARE BASE MODEM, KINGSTON 10/100 NIC, 30 SOUNDBLASTER COMPATIBLE SOUND,
· MffSUMI FLOPPY, 8X4X32 CDRW, 12X OW, DESIGNER KEYBOARD, MO~,WINDOWS ME
W/ CD, MEGA SOFTWARE BUNDLE,

ONLY .99.99

5% OFF ALLREGULAR& ADVERTISEDPRICES WITHTHIS AD &UCF STUDENT OR ALUMNI ID

THIS WEEK'S BLOWOUT SYSTEM SPECIALSlf~o LIMITED
' QUANTITES! NO BULL!
INTEL 600 MHZ SYSTEM
THE FAMILY MASTER
THE -COYOTE JR.
Includes 15H COLOR SVGA

MONITOR &

Includes 17" COLOR

COLOR PRINTER
Intel Celeron &OOMHz FGPGA CPU
64 MEGS of PG100 SDRAM (up to 256MB Max supported)
Built in Intel Direct 3D 2X AGP Video (Shared Memory)
56K V.90 Rockwell Chlpset Modem
Built in Crystal 3D PCI Sound
10 GIG IDE Hard Dive, 40x (MAX) CD ROM Drive
1.44MB Floppy, PS/2 Keyboard, PS/2 Mouse, Speakers
2 USB Ports- 1 in front and 1 in back for easy access
Intel 810 Chipset microATX Motherboard
Audio In & Out I Game Port on front
if!=-td.
One open 5.25" External Drive Bay
I~
Two openPCI Slots, 1Serial/1 Parallel Port ~
Windows 98 w/ Cd, Manual, & COA
_......

@

ONLY

$599.99No REBATES cl NOBULL
(WITHOUT MONITOR OR PRINTER 399. 99)
UPGRADE TO 128 MB SDRAM. 20 GIG HARD
DRIVE. cl 12X DVl> fOf()NLY $99.99

SVGA MONITOR &

Includes 17" COLOR SVGA MONITOR &
COLOR PRINTER

COLOR PRINTER

POWERFUL AMO DURON 800 MHz CPU
AMO DURON 750 MHz CPU
128 MEGS of PG133 SDRAM (up to 1.5 GB Max supported) 128 MEGS of PG133 SDRAM (up to 1.5 GB Max supported)
32 MB Savage 4 Direct 3D 4X AGP Video
32 MB Savage 4 Direct 3D 4X AGP Video
56K V.90 VOICE/DATA Modem
56K V.90 VOICE/DATA ModelJl'I0/100 NIC
Buil in AC97 3D PCI Sound, 10/100 NIC CARD
Built in AC97 3D PCI Sound
40 GIG IDE Hard Drive, 8X4X32 CDRW & 8X 0¥U>M
20 GIG IDE Hard Drive, 50x (MAX) CD ROM Drive
· 1.44MB Floppy Drive, PS/2 Keyboard, PS/2 Mouse
1.44MB Floppy Drive, PS/2 Keyboard, PS/2 Mouse
Amplified Stereo Speakers, 2 USB Ports
Amplified Stereo Speakers
ECS K7VMA ATX Motherboard
AMOll
2 use Ports
TWO open 5.25" External Drive Bay
ECS K7VMA ATX Motherboard
Windows ME w/ Cd, Mnual, & COA
Three open 5.25" External Drive Bay
Three open PCI Slotf 1 Serial/ 1 Parallel Po ,, ..,,,,,,,,,,.,,AP"
MEGA SOF1WARE BUNDLE
Wl"dows ME w/ Cd, Manual, & COA

ONLY

$799. 99 NO REBATES cl NO BULL
(WITHOUT MONITOR OR PRINTER 599. 99)
UPGRADETO TBIRD 1000 MHZ CPlDNLY $119.9§
UPGRADE TO 256 MB SDRAM FORONLY $99. 99

ONLY

•

$999. 99 NO REBATES cl NO BULL
(WITHOUT MONITOR OR PRINTER 799 .99)
UPGRADETO TBIRD 1000 MHZ CPLONLY $99.9§
UPGRADE TO 256 MB SDRAM ONLY $99. 99

CUSTOM BUILD YOUR NEW SYSTEM ONLINE AT WWN.CHEAPGUYS.COM

Johnson goes from pinch
hitter to starting DH
FROM PAGE A-24

Andy never really got a
chance to swing a bat as
much. This year he's gotten
the opportunity and he's
taking advantage of it."
So far this season
Johnson has played in 34
games, starting 28 of them.
Last year he saw action in
35 games, only starting
seven.
"Coming into this sea- .
son I was supposed to have
the same role as last year,
which was mainly a pinch
hitter and maybe DH a little
b~t," he said. "I knew I could
do this, I knew I could start.
Ifs been a pleasant surprise.
I'm happy to just get ou
qere and play. It's a lot better than sitting on the
bench."
His batting average
places him sixth in the
Trans America Athletic
Conference. He is seventh
in the conference with a
.469 slugging percentage.
Johnson is also third on the
team with 41 hits.
His best offensive output this season cam~ against
Vermont on Mar. -21, when
he tied his carier best by
going 4-for-4'.' Johnson also
recorded the game-winning
RBI against #11 Alabama
on Feb. 25. He went 3-for-4
on the day.
This season Johnson
has had a tendency to get hit
by pitches. He is tied for
second on the team having
been hit by pitches five
times. Three of those came
in a double header against
Jacksonville University, a
day Johnson joked as being
the worst day of his life.
Bergman has had the
opportunity to coach all
three of the Johnson brothers and said that Andy is the
best hitter of the three.
"Both his brothers
played here," Bergman said.
"He is the best hitter of all
the brothers, the best pure
hitter. The other brothers hit
with more power, but Andy

UCF graduate

broadcasts
Major League

Baseball

Award in 1988.
In 1991, Controneo landed his first
big-league job with the Houston
Astros, but spent only part:--time on the

It's baseball season again, and one
UCF alumnus is living his dream at the
Ballpark in Arlington. Vince
Controneo, a 1983 graduate with a
degree in radio/television, is beginning
{Us third season with KRLD and· the
Texas Rangers Radio Network

air.

..

''I was doing everything, but I was
never on [air] every game;' Controneo
said. ;That's 'Wllat made .the Rangers'

aftracii;e. i ~:@nk until
you~1-e on .the air every .game, somesituation se>_

-Controtre6.~1.is t·paifed with Eric

Nadel in ' the Ra}6gers~~ radio booth, times you still feel a.bit ii!<~an outsider
:·
broadc~~g~~~J?' -~~2· J~~as Rangers . looking in.l•
'-.f'..:

--

!':.,

-
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Neither Tanja Arnold nbr Sarah
Greene, UCF's final two- starters,
PHOTO BY JASON KOKOTOFF
placed in the Top 25.
Johnson broke into the starting lineup early. in.the season when pre- ,.
The UCF Women's Golf Team,
The Golden Knights traveled to
season All-TAAC performer Rich Wallace struggled offensivety. Wallace ·· ranked 33rd in the country, finished
Macon, Ga. on April 9-11 for what
had been expected to see o maiority of the playing time ~!.,P~·
fourth at the
may be their final
State
tournament of the
is the best hitter of the three, try to do too much. I just
Championship
year, the Trans
the best contact hitter and want to keep trying to hit
last week in
America Athletic
his average dictates that."
line drives and just stay
Miami
Lakes.
Conferenoo
While Johnson said that within-myself and hopefully
The
Golden
Championships.
he loves playing second help out the team as much . Knights finished
The tournament is
base, Bergman said he has as I can."
just
eleven
hosted by Mercer
been limited to playing des- .
Johnson said that this
strokes behind
University
and
ignated hitter because of team gets along with each
the University of
includes every team
rotator
cuff
surgery. other better than any other . -Florida, the State The 2000 TAAC Champions
in the TAAC. UCF,
Johnson had the surgery team he has been a part of at
Champions.
led by Head Coach
after appearing in just five UCF. This is one reason
Fourteen Florida schools competed Jill Fjelstul, has won the TAAC
games his freshman year, Johnson..Thinks the team is
in
the
tournament.
Florida Tournament each of the past two
causing him to redshirt.
doing so .Well this season.
International and South Florida also years, and is favored to win it again
Prior to coming to UCF
With two brothers in the
finished ahead of UCF.
this year.
Johnson said that it did not minor l~agues, one might
Junior Kim Tudor continued to
If UCF wins the TAAC, the team
really hit him that he could expect -~~t Johnson would
play well for UCF, finishing tied for will compete in the NCAA Regional
play Division I baseball want tlie: .same from his
fourth with 221 after posting a 71 in May. The top 11 teams at that
Qntil his senior year of high , baseball-career. While he is
and 73 in the final two· days of the regional will advance to the NCAA
school. He played at Barron just a j.uni9r, Johnson said
tournament after
Championships.
;, ~~~~;:1@"::~7::;:·:· '""~-$k, - ~t:
Collier High School . in he is lobking at possibly
.,~ Last _year, the
opening with a
·'
,
(
)ni
f
ui
l
l
''
Naples and wo·n the state going to ~be seminary after
77. Junior Olivia
· ~- ·;(: (~ . ·-.. ~\~. ,.;
Golden Knights
championship as a senior.
next year and possibly
Hartley finished ,,~~WWW. UCffUt-Ure •CO.DI
finished in 15th
Once at UCF, Johnson becoming a youth minister.
just one .stroke . -- " '~ place at the
said his freshman year was a
Whatever he decides to
behind ,..- Tudor,
, "'
.
., . :•~ regional, just 13
little rough. Although he do with his life, Johnson
stwkes shy of
putting··h~i_:~ a,,
-.. ~f.
said it has been a battle, will not be lacking confitie ,. ·f or- . ·sixth .... · - " "~~... '"
. ..
advancing.
Johnson just tries to keep dence.
pla~~• ~ - Jqnior ~~ -.~i"l; res~l~s
~ UCF's
only
himself in the lineup.
"I think I can hit anyBeate
~a~nes ·. ,, ~:v
.appearance at the
"I just want to take it time, anywhere, anyplace,"
also -made it mto ..... , ___ . , , ·
~-NCAA
one step at a time," he said. he said.
the- Top 20 by - ti;,.G01f ~r C.lllBl·BPi;o
GJlampionships
"For me, I just want to not
shooting --~ 230.__ -:;;;,·;::4'~¢~~"'~~~0;:,;:---:-2
crone in 1996.
JOE MANZO
STAFf WRITER
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Any Detail
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Association's Announcer of the Year

PAUL WILSON
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$5

games.
"I went to eollege for [broadcasting], spent seven years in the minor
leagues and continue to live the
dream," Controneo said.
Since leaving UCF, Controneo has
worked across the country beginning in
1984 with the Class-A Lynchburg
Mets. He moved to the Class-AA El
Paso Diablos and the ClasswAAA Iowa
Cubs, where he received the National
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UCF returns to winning ways in weekend sweep of Samford

Back
DAVID MARSTERS
STAFF WRITER

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. Trans
America
Athletic
Conference pitchers might
want to start intentionally
walking UCF third baseman
Chad Ebrnsberger every time
he steps to the plate.
The senior transfer from
Ohio State hit four home runs

last weekend, including a runs tied Vince Zawaski ( 1987)
school .record-tying three long- and Hal Staats (1979) for most
balls in the first game of UCF's home runs in a game by a UCF
sweep of Samford. #14 UCF player. Ebrnsberger had previ(30-8, 9-3 TAAC) won the . ously hit three home runs in a
three games 15-8, 7-5 and 6-1. game once while at Ohio State,
In the first
game, a May 3, 1998 game against
University.
Ebrnsberger set or tied four Indiana
UCF records by going 4-for-4 Ehrnsberger's 13 total bases in
with three home tuns, five runs the game set a school record, as
scored and six RBis. UCF won did his seven home runs in the
the game 15-8. The three home span of a week. His five runs in
the game also tied Alex
Sophomore relief Morales's 1995 school record.
pitcher Von
Junior starting pitcher
Stertzbach has
Justin Pope (8-1) threw seven
appeared in 12
innings for the win, but gave up
a season-high 10 hits and four
games this seaearned
in one of his worst outson, the most by
any UCF pitcher. ings of the season. Pope did
have seven strikeouts. Junior
Stertzbach has
right-hander
Brad Busbin,
two saves and
coming
off
a
poor
start against
a 2.21 ERA.
South Florida earlier in the
week, threw the final two
innings in · his first relief
appearance of the season, giving
up three runs.
PHOTO BY JASON
Senior shortstop Jeremy
KOK<YfOFF

Kurella hit a leadoff
home run for UCF,
and finished the
game 3-for-5 with
three runs and two
RBis.
Second
baseman Mike Fox
went 4-for-5 with
two doubles and
four RBis; while
catcher Jeremy Frost
had three hits and Andy
Johnson, Jason Graham
and Greg Good each had two.
Starter Derek Tharpe
( 1-6) took the loss for
Samford, giving uJ' .five runs
in 3.2 innings. Major Allred
went 2-for-3 with a home run,
double and three RBis to lead
the Bulldogs.
The last two games of the
series were played as a doubleheader on Saturday. In the first
game, UCF starter Jason
Arnold (7-1) struggled but
pitched a complete game to

•

POPE, Page A-22

Johnson follows in brothers' footsteps
KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

Andy Johnson grew up
watching his older brothers
play baseball . .Adam and
Erik Johnson both played
collegiate baseball at UCF,
so it was only natural for
Andy to follow in the footsteps of the brothers he
admired.
''(My brothers) can't
have bigger fans than me,"
Johnson said. "I've never
been more nervous in my
life than when I watch them
play. Even in my own
games it's no big deal, but
watching them it's awesome. They both play
minor league ball. As far as
baseball goes they've defi-

nitely been . the biggest
influence on me."
This influence led
Johnson to u ·cF where,
prior to this season, he had
made his most significant
impact coming off the
bench in a pinch hitter's
role. Last season he batted
.682 as a pinch hitter and
has a career .529 average in
that role.
Johnson attributes his
pinch hitting success to
swinging early in the count.
He said that most pincli hitters get up to bat and take a
couple of pitches. Pitchers
know this and often will
throw fastballs early in the
count. When Johnson gets
up to bat he looks for those
fastballs and takes advan-

tage of them. This season
he is 2-for-4 in pinch hitting opportunities.
This year, Johnson
leads the team with a .406
batting average and has
helped to fill the designated
hitter position that Rich
Wallace held last year.
Wallace is only hitting .254
this season, giving Johnson
the opportunity to step into
a role that both he and Head
Coach Jay Bergman knew
he was capable of filling.
"We have always felt
that Andy was a good hitter," Bergman said. "We've
always felt that way. Last
year Rich Wallace got onto ·
a roll and hit .380, and so
JOHNSON, Page A-22
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PHOl'O BY JASON K.OKOTOFF

Junior designated hitter Andy Johnson has emerged this year as one of UO's top
offensive weapons, leading the Golden Knights with a .406 batting average.
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Quick, someone find David Spade a new best
friend, he's alone, and it's beginning to show all too
painfully. Instances, like the comic's latest movie
The Adventures of Joe Dirt, are why we are able to
caterwaul at the loss of Chris Farley. And it is
·proof, if proof were needed, to make it crystal clear
that the Saturday Night Live formula has all but
evaporated in the realm of cinema. For what seems
to be far too long we've watched David Spade, better or worse, be the mordant underachieving sidekick to whoever the bigger marquee name happened to be at the time. He was good at that, he
made some of us laugh because of his decision to
steal a scene through acute sarcasm and woeful
cynicism rather than to carry the entire production
upon his narrow shoulders. It's pretty clear that we
won't go to the movies just to watch David Spade,
but if he happens to pop up in the second act we
won't start filing towards the exits. But now given
the think that if a bench warming Tim Mead.ows can
star in his own movie-thanks to the floodgate
opened by Adam Sandler-why not give the experienced little blond elfin from the lollipop brigade his
shot.
Ponder this: If Sandler's last three films (excluding Little Nicky since Dirt went into production
before .its release) hadn't been the successful investments that they were, do you honestly believe guys
like Spade, or Meadows, or Rob Schneider, etc.
would have landed a supporting role in Crocodile
Dundee 3, let alone a studio·-backed, 1500 screen,
projected #1 opening weekend type vehicles?
Don't let them fool you, when a line on a poster
says "From the producers Big Daddy and Deuce
Bigalow" what it really means is "Hey morons,
come on back! We've got another one for you!" In a
case not unlike feeding stable horses gruel bags, it
is imperative how badly Hollywood tries to feed the
moron factor with these types of films. Believe it or
not, but morons (also known as teenagers), when
trained correctly, will keep coming back for the
same thing if they like it the first time. So lets not
even deem these as actual films, they're fast food
for the eyes and sedatives for the brain. And for the
otherwise gifted comedians who sacrifice their dignity to get their name above the title, the only vehicle they seem to be driving is the transport headed
down the easy road of reputable perdition.
Maybe we're getting desensitized to it, but the
stupid-ass, lowball comedy of yesteryear somehow
doesn't seem quite so amusing or shocking any-
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more. If that were the main problem with Joe Dirt,
then Spade would have nothing to worry about, it
would find life somewhere; but the picture is fundamentally flawed-it's not funny ... at all.
Individuals who are deemed "white-trash" and their
actions are funny, supposedly. But when a studio
bankrolls a comedy script to make a movie about
someone who is as such, you don't end up finding
funny characters that may be dramatic extensions
of reaLpeople, you only get exacerbated stereotypes.
So what Spade did, along with writing partner
Fred Wolf and director Dennie Gordon, is come up
with an unprecedented work of staggering stupidity
comprised of a dozen or so segments about a guy
named Joe Dirt that passes itself off as a movie. It
will work to please the child within you only if that
child is an insubordinate, red-faced orangutan clad
in soiled David Lee Roth pajamas who thinks it is
funny to swat the air face-wards after a turbulent
bout of ripe flatulence. As a youngster, Joe is left in
a garbage can along side the Grand Canyon. Joe is
state-raised for most all his young life until finally
he is old enough to support himself, carry on a
Hazzard County state of mind and go about looking
for the man and woman who· threw him away. The
tale i_s stitched together by Dirt going on a Los
Angeles talk radio program (hosted by Dennis
Miller) and retelling his life story. So the plot doesn't matter, the movie is too blatantly fragmented to
be concerned with such a thing. See Joe go crosscounty and meet the CRAZY Native American
(Adam Beach). Hear really bad mullet jokes. See
Joe get beat up. See Joe narrowly get away from a
serial killer. Look it's Kid Rock in his movie debut,
uh yeah, grrreat. See Joe falling out of a hot air-balloon and eaten by an alligator. See Joe get the girl
(Brittany Murphy) and become famous. See
Christopher Walken make a mockery out of himself.
There is no middle ground with this Aryan
Smurf, you're either going to giggle at his awkwardness or want to step on his head. Since being
half responsible for writing a con of a screenplay
that resorts to ironic scatological occurrences in
order to finish a joke, you can sense the depth of his
thought process. And by creating the single most
annoying screen presence since Jar Jar Binks, he
should turn his old shtick of pointing out other people's flaws into self-effacing inner monologues.
Sorry Kato, but once a sidekick, always a sidekick.
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The -I> i r+ on David Spade
KRISTOFER KAY

0

STAFF WRITER

I didn't go to Planet Hollywood looking to pick a
fight with a sitcom stat; but I had to be prepared for
the inevitable "how'd you like my movie" question.
Luckily I was saved from telling him that I thought it
was an abomination to the ·genre of comedy by the
distraction of other people fawning over him. And
then it was time for him to share his thoughts on
everything from mullet haircuts to the Playboy
Mansion.

Finchy on "Just Shoot Me." I'd have my hair like that
if I could grow it out that bushy--you know, the early
MiicGuyver, the female softball player. It could come
back. There are so many Joe Dirts out there, standing
outside 7-11 and hitchhiking. And you know, trying
to get in fights and then pussing out.

Staff: Did you watch a lot of "Hee Haw" as a kid?

DS: Well, the soundtrack stuff was important. But
music is a very expensive proposition. I have no
track record ... Tomm")' Boy and Black Sheep did well,
but it was all Farley. So,
whatever they [the studio]
thinks is funny or not--it's
still business, so they can
give X amount of dollars
based on that. The music
was really part of the
movie. With Sandler I
would play him a ~ong
from the radio, and he let
me know if we could use
it. He really helped me
fight for the best budget.

David Spade: Actually, I'm more like Dirt than I am

Staff: How beneficial was Adam Sandler to the
project?

Staff: How did you and
co-scriptwriter
Fred
Wolf go abo.ut writing
the project?
DS: Fred Wolf is the guy
DIRT, Page B-10
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The Exeeutive
Siteom
DAVID TAYLOR
STAFF WRITER
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Even the most casual of television viewers have no doubt noticed that almost everyone
has or has had, their own show. From Norm MacDonald to Drew Carey, every mildly talented actor and comedian has tried his or her hand at the poker table of sitcoms. With all
this in mind, w.hY doesn't our new
executive President George W. Bush
have his own show.? After all, he is the
most powerful man in the free-world
right? Well, thanks to the creators of
"South Park," Trey Parker. and Matt
Stone, this fantasy is now a reality. .
What could this piece of entertainment
be? Orgazmo 2? Hell no, their new ·
creation is none other than Comedy
Central's new series "That's My
Bush!"
That's right, the new series from
the men who brought you talking poo
i~ about George W. and his family's
"outrageous" exploits. Those expecting something equivalent. to Will
Ferrell's portrayal of Bush on SNL
will be let down. Instead, "That's My
Bush" is not so much a parody of the
executive himself, but rather pokes fun
at sitcoms that run rampant on p_rime
time television.
·
"That's My Bush" stars Timothy Bottoms (who looks surprisingly like the president),
with a supporting cast representing members of the.first family and notable political figures.
The show is meant to make fun of sitcoms, only in this case using notable figures to move
the show along. The standard cliches are all here: the live studio audience reactions, the
nutty neighbor, the bumblin(husband .(guess who that is) and of course, the ability to solve
everyone's problems within a thirty minute ·time slot. Reportedly, every show also ends with
George W. telling Laura Bush, "One of these days, Laura, I'm gonna punch you in the face."
This is an obvious parody of "The Honeymooners," a sort of nod to the older members in
the audience out there.
In response to criticism that. will no doubt surround the show, cre.ators Parker and Stone
have announced a number of points to consider. Neither of them voted, and furthermore they
have no hostility towards Bush. Also, the pair has stated that they would have gone forth
with the show no matter who got elected. As a matter of fact, they had many. potential stories lined up if Gore was elected president. The "real" Bush camp also has no gripes about
the show. Appare:9tly, Bush is very open to political parody of himself. Although there was
a suggestion at the show's birth that did draw some attention. Allegedly, someone suggested making George W.'s daugh ters on the show lesbian lovers, but it turned out this was a
joke. and no one planned to implement the i.dea.
"That's My Bush " is about making fu n of sitcoms, with "Bush-bashing" a very distant
second at most. That task is reserved for Will Ferrell. The show premiered Wed., April 4 at
10:30 p.m. Each subsequent show in the series wi11 show at the same day and time. The first
two episodes deal with abortion and capital punishment, so it will definitely be interesting
as:to where Trey and Matt take it down the line. As far as. the quality of the show, if the creators' past works such as "South Park," Orgazmo, Basketball and Cannibal: The Musical are
any indication, it' should be great. However, that is up to you, the reader. For more information go to www.comedycentral.com

Will the real George W. pl,ease sta(ltl up?;,
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Open 8:30 AM to Midnight!!

CD Re11iews
LISA CERICOLA
STAFF WRITER

Daft Punk, Discovery
Virgin Records 2001
Dance music isn't supposed to be thought provoking; if it
gets you feeling good and your body moving, it's achieved its
main goal. But good dance music-really, really good dance
music-makes you pause while you're getting down. It's easy to I
take a decent beat and pair it with some bass and meaningless
lyrics, but it when you can take a beat and turn it inside out, or ·
turn a tired sample into something completely original, dance
music becomes something really exciting.
Daft Punk's (Thomas Bangalter and Guy-Manuel de HomemChristo) debut alum Honework became a staple in house music
scenes around the world. On their second album, they mysteriously keep some' elements the same by sticking to their trade. mark vocoders and ever-present space-man helmets, but they
bring in producer du jour Mirwais (Madonna's Music) to bring
in new elementssome that really
work and some that ·
fall short.
While it is not a
perfect album from
start to finish, there
are some songs on
Discovery that literally grab you by
· your sparkly club
shirt and shove you
onto the dance floor.
"One More Time,"
the album's first single pulses with a
momentous house
beat. It's a celebration of music and dancing and all things sweaty and lovely about
club life. "Harder Better Faster Stronger" lures you in _with a
groovy '70s funk beat and choppy vocals that turn the song on
its head when put together with a tight beat at the song's chorus.
On "Superheroes" synthesi~ed beeps and blips zoom through a
pounding beat-I think they sampled some old Atari games on
this one. "Voyager" continues the outer-space sound, weaving
pretty keyboard parts.
Althqugh Discovery is pure retro-fused pop, not all songs on
the album are danceable. The band mixes slower songs throughout the album ranginB from the slow groove of "Something
About Us," to the sluggish ·"Nightvision." Daft Punk's faster
songs are so exhilarating that it's often a letdown to hear them
slow the party down for something more thoughtful.
1
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Tsar, Tsar
Hollywood Records, 2001
Don't be ashamed to admit you like arena rock. There's nothing wrong with pumping your fists in the air to a monster ballad. California-based band Tsar brings back the big sound of
1970s rock, complete with roaring guitar riffs, tight drumming
and walloping choruses.-Not only can the band rock out, vocalists Daniel Kern and Jeff Whalen have the dynamic voices perfect for explosive power. pop. "MONoSTER~o" and "Kathy Fong
is the Bomb" are perfect sing-along rock anthems. "Teen
Wizards" and "Silver Shifter" are energetic glam rock ballads
that just don't stop. I dare you not to play air guitar on "Teen
Wizards." Tsar is obviously a fun-loving band and it shows; this
is music that's all about rocking out and having a good time.
For a debut album, Tsar has the Cheap Trick-'80s-rock-sound
pretty much nailed down. It's amusing and well done, but at the
same time, I wonder how Tsar could make a follow-up album
that would be different or even better. When you create a trademark sound based on a
specific genre of music
that was cool twenty
years ago, it's hard to
keep a following for it.
But I genuinely like
Tsar, and I hope they
prove me wrong and
keep discovering new
avenues for rock-heavy
power pop.
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Happiness is Not a Fish You Can Catch, OLP
is on tour again hyping their newest release
Spiritual Machines. Machines is based loosely on the book The Age of Spiritual Machines
by Ray Kurzwiel. From what Maida said to the
crowd, this book influenced not only the
album title but also a good deal of the content,
as Maida describes it as being in the style of The Matrix and
Blade Runner. Some of the tracks on Spiritual Machines even
have
Kurzwiel
reading passages
from his book,
which makes for a
creepy sci-fi feel.
Even though
OLP's
frontman
was losing his v.oice
from a cold (one
that made the band
postpone
the
Gainesville show),
he made up for it by
giving it everything he had when he could and letting a
scre.aining mass of humanity massacre some great songs for
him when he couldn't. Giving a super set, the band played a
variety of songs from all of their CD's not concentrating too
much on new hits. Finally ending their one encore with a
great version of "4am" and capping it all off with the song
that made them famous, "starseed." With the combination of
a great band, superb sound system, plenty of room and a darn
good light show, the Our Lady Peace performance was a topnotch concert experience.

Our Lady Pesee roeks hard st Hard Roek!

,,

FOREST CRUMPLER
STAFF WRITER

As we entered the concert hall, the mass of bodies crowded into the circular floor area awaiting the ·start of the show.
Since the majority of the crowd seemed as if they had ditched
homeroom to attend, those of us with of-age bracelets wore
them like a yellow badge of courage as we crammed ourselves into the bar to get preshow libation's. I speak, of
course, of last Tuesday's Our
Lady Peace show at the Hard
Rock Live. HRL is the new
powerhouse venue in Orlando,
and it blows many of the others
out of the water. The top-ofthe-line sound and lighting
package pump up any listening
experience and can make even
the worst opening band somewhat· interesting. This wasn't
necessary for the opener of this
evening; a band called The
Sheila Devine. This gtoup really should have disappointed us, and everyone was trying not
to like them, but even with their cuffed denim, horn-rimmed
glasses, and garage-band sized set up-they gave a good show!
Half rock, half emo, The Sheila Devine sounded a little bit

I)

like a soft rock U2. After a few songs played to a mostly
silent crowd, the independent band from Boston had a floor
of skeptics moving to the music and giving an honest
applause.
After the openers left the stage, the crowd left
to get their beverage purchases in
before the headliners came on.
The lights dimmed and many,
many eager fans were showedl5
minutes of skateboard films with
excerpts of "Jackass" while they
.waited for the show to begin. And
then it happened, Our Lady Peace
exploded onto the stage with
"Naveed" from their first album of
the same name. With a multiranged, hypnotic voice that could only come
from a full body muscle contraction, frontman Raine Maida led the fans on a musical
roller coaster. Starting from an energetic outset, falling into a more mellow middle and
vigorously returning to a high powered rock-and-roll ending,
this show held OLP fans in sway and kept us there for the
duration of their hour long set.
Only 14 months since the release of their third album
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LIVING ROOM
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w:r x 10'10'

Luxurious fully-furnished living room,
dining room and bedrooms
4 Large bedrooms, 4 private full baths
Dead-bolt locks on bedroom doors

IP!

Alarm system & gated access
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bedroom~!

Fully equipped kitchen & laundry room
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Rent includes electric, water, sewer,
cable TV, local telephone* & highspeed Internet* in all
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2 Oviedo
Oviedo Marketplace Mall
(outside entrance near
Bed Bath & Beyond)
~Red Bug Rd & The
Greenway (Hwy 417)
• 407-359-7028

••••••••••••••••••••

10%off :

Bring 1his ad with wlid
U.c.F. ID card in to.
· Chamberlin's Oviedo
Marketplace aod redeve
10% of OD }OOl' next
pun:base. Offer excludes
• pre-discounted menilaodR.

•••••••••••••••••••••
• Fresh Food Deli
• Energizing Smoothies
• Natural Vdamins
• Free Health f.onsultaiions
• Spom Nutrition
• Wild Weekly Sperials
• Bulk Snack Foods

.com
AIAmATRAL

Coming this Fall to Boardwalk
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LEAD STORIES
February), said he only "accidentally" had sex with
- Fraternities at the University of the Philippines and her when she slipped into his bed one night and that
other Filipino campuses stage many of the same the whole thing was "a trap the Devil had set, not
activities (such as toga parties) that U.S. "Greeks" do something. I consented to or something I had control
except that some apparently engage "in murder and over."
bombings in displays of organizational power, -- In Februacy, Australian ex-soldier Frederick
L
according to a February report -in the Far Eastern Somerfield, 79, won his appeal and will now receive
&onomic Review. The prestigious UP has accounted a military disability pension, based on heart trouble
for 11 frat-related homicides (of about 100 nation- that he said was caused by having drunk too much
wide) in the last 10 years, in acts ranging from student beer while stationed at remote locations dtiring World
executions to gang-type rumbles, and frat brothers War II. In fact, he said, some of the locations were so
now in government and industry allegedly help to remote that the only alcoholic beverages available
were very cheap brews, which were especially bad on
shield their organizations from police scrutiny.
- In a decision published in February, Canada's Tax - his heart.
Court rejected Newfoundland magician Hans 7.ahn's - Lawyer Craig Wormley, explaining his client to
attempt to claim business losses on his income tax reporters in January (the client being the 19-year-old
returns, ruling that ~·s record of losing money for San Jose, Calif., college student Al DeGuzman, in
the last 17 years, plus-the province's economy and the whose h~me were found 60 explosive devices and
nature of its far-flung communities, urge the conclu- four long guns along with a map and tape recording
sion that no reasonable person would think · detailing a plan to make a Columbine-like attack on
NeWfoundland.collld support a magician. Zahn said the De Anza College library and cafeteria):
he once earned about $1,200 (USD) a w~k but start- DeGuzman merely has "an innocent fascination" with
ed suffering setb~ks; for·eKalllpie, the rabbits he used bombs.
_
in his .act started dying in the frigid Newfotindland
winters. "You tty to bring world-class entertainment· · 'Least ~pet.ent Criminals
to the regions," lamen~ Z'.ah!l, "and Revenue Canada - In December, according to Albuquerque police,
. . .. ..
(the taxing agency) penaliz.es you for it"
James Sammon skipped out on a tab at Paisano's
- Police in Jacksonville, Fla., arrested Robert Elie . Italian Restaurant, but his chances for success were
Denney, 19, for a 1998 munler, anda Florida Ttmes- not good ·because.he was dining with his two yow1g
• Union report .in Match revealed that his DNA is son8 that flight and left the 6-year-oldlJehtnd. And a- ·linked to the crime scene. Despite close swveillance," shoplifting susi>ect (Home Depot, St. Louis, January)
Denney had avoided giving up a DNA sample, three left his 10-month-old son behind as he fled the store's
times foiling officers (refusing a glass of water, security guards; the baby's mother identified Vernell
putting a cigarette butt back in his pocket ratbet than Parlrer, 41, as the alleged culprit, and he wa8 found
discarding it; declining to lick-seal an envelope) and and arrested three days later.
smirking that he knew what the officers were trying to
do. Shortly after that, while walking around outside Prodigies
his workplace, Denney ,absentmindedly spit on the -- The Philippine Daily Inquirer reported in
ground, and officers scooped up the saliva and rushed December that a 9-year-old boy started up a parked
transit bus using a screwdriver and drove it an eighth
it to the lab.
of a mile in morning rush hour in downt.Own Quewn ·
City before police overtook him. (He said his father
People Different From Us
-- News of the Weird has reported several times on cat taught him the trick with the screwdriver.) And 2"hoarders" who may "collect" felines as a form of year-old Harry Fairweather caused a furor last winter
obsessive-compulsive disorder, but none had the in Wmsford, England, by regularly setting off retail
quantity of Jack Wright of Kingston, Ontario (361, stores' shoplifting alanns just by passing by the detecdown from his Guinness Book record 689 in 1994). tors; medical exams have to date turned up no certain
He drew the attention of the Globe and Mail newspa- answers on how Harry could have such a strong elecper in January when he fell behind several months in trical field around his bcxly.
mortgage and utilities payments because of litter, food
and other cat expenses (about $100 (USD) a day) and Least Justifiable Homicides
also because, unlike the typical hoarding case, the -A 43-year-old driver was shot to death in Lynwood,
local Humane Society has no issue with Wright, in Calif., in January because, stopped at an intersection,
he refused to run the unusually long red light despite
that his cats appear properly cared for.
the fact that there was no other traffic, a reluctance
Compelling Explanations
that annoyed the driver behind him, who pulled out a
-- In March, Charles Douglas Stephens Jr., was gun and started firing. And a 56-year-old man who
acquitted in Panama City, Fla, after only 15 minutes' lived in unit 712 of a Miami Beach apartment builddeliberation, apparently because the jury accepted his ing was shot to death in February, allegedly by the
indignant denial that he ever robbed a convenience resident in 512 who had once too often endured the
store. Stephens had pointed out to police that he had overflow bathtub in 712; the resident of 612, who ususeived time for murder and that he would probably ally mediated the men's disputes, was not home that
murder again if the circumstances warranted, but that day.
he could not have robbed that Circle K because he
would never have been "stupid enough" to leave wit- Also, in the Last Month ...
- Noiway's Children and Family Minister said her
nesses alive.
- The Federal Communications Commission pro- office might introduce legislation establishing miniposed a $7 ,000 fine against WZEE-FM, Madison, mum weight requirements for professional models. A
Wis., in January for violating its "indecency" regula- 36-year-old bride was charged with battery for
tions by playing the raw, unedited version of the smashing the groom with the wedding cake during
Eminem song "The Real Slim Shady" during hours the reception and kicking him after he fell to the floor
when children could be listening. Station personnel (Stuart, Fla.). A strip-club customer who volunteered
defended themselves by saying that they of course to assist dancer Sana Fey on stage filed a lawsuit after
had cued up the milder, edited version of the song but she gripped his head in a leglock and left him with a
that "static electricity" caused the station's CD player perhaps-permanent ringing in his ears (Lake Worth,
Fla.). A judge mistakenly released a 37-year-old white
- to skip that and jump right to the nasty version.
-- King of Denial: A 68-year-old repeat child moles- man, who had been accused of a felony, after confuster, charged with impregnating his 13-year-old daugh- ing him with a black teen-ager accused of a minor
ter, explaining himself (in Edmonton, Alberta, in ordinance violation (Syracuse, NY).
l
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Me~qu,te Ch'c"en

& R'hleb

$8.99

Try the ultimate barbecue combo and
get the best from the grill all on one plate.

All You Can Eat ll'hlets•
Enjoy a never ending platter ·of
slow-roasted Riblets. Perfect for
people with an endless appetite!

$9. 99

Bpplebee's
Neighborhood Grill & Bar

12103 Collegiate Way • 282-2055
(across from the University of Central Rorida)

•

..•.
>

$5.00
Daily Lunch
11:30am
to 1:311>
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Dear Sexpert,
I have a slight prob~em. I've been with my girlfriend for
close to two years, and our sex life is very good. However,
there is one thing that has me a little bit worried. Recently
my girlfriend will start uncontrollably crying after she has
an orgasm, usually from oral sex. It doesn't happen every
time, but it seems to be bappening with increasing frequency. When this happens.she sometimes has trouble breathing
and cries for about two minutes, then it gets better. She is in
excellent physical health. We have talked about this, but we
can't seem to stop it from happening. Is this something we
should be concerned about or is this a harmless situation?
-Wor1'ed, 19
After doing research, as well as talking to some doctors, I
have come up with two scenarios for why this .crying is happening. Scenario number one is that sometimes when women have
an orgasm they will have what is called an '.'outpour of emotions.'~ Most of the time .a woman will laugh-uncontrollably for
a couple of minutes and then stop. But sometimes the emotion
is expressed by crying. n just happens when the orgasm comes.
It's. not because she is sad .or angry, she just cries as a .way to
express the outpourin_g emotion ~he .experiences after the climax..
' Scenario number two has to deal with her crying as a release
of guilt that happens due to her orgasm when receiving oral sex.
This would be because of something that has happened in her
past like a rape, sexual abuse or molestation. The past experience has been suppressed into the back of her mind. So every
time she climaxes, she ·cries but does not know the reason due to
the suppression of the memory.
Both scenarios are based on research and advice about the
question you asked, but to get the best help for her I would consult a gynecologist or her family physician, and talk to them
about it. They will be able to do an evaluation of her crying
based on physical and psychological studies of her in person. I
just answered the question without knowing her, her mental
health or her background, so you should still go see a doctor
together and have them make the final diagnosis as to why she's
crying like she is. Thanks for the question, and I hope I helped
you figure out how to solve the problem. Good luck!
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Capitol Records newest overseas
acquisition comes in the form of the hot
new Scottish quintet, Idlewild, who
have just come out with their first
United States release with the album
100 Broken Windows. While they are
relatively unheard of in the states, they
have been huge with the dinky fishing
villages all up and down Scotland's
highlands for some years now. Their
first release, Captain, hit very big in the
Isles and was what attracted a big label
to them in the first place. Great things
were expected with the stateside release
and droves of critics came out to kiss this new britband's
ass, as was evident by the two-inch stack of photocopied
reviews that accompanied the CD for this article. All the
critics had wonderful things to say about Idlewild and
each drew their own comparison to the bands sound.
From "a mix between Nirvana and the Beatles" to a comparison of "REM and Minor Threat" (I'm not kidding),
everyone thought they
knew what they sounded like, but the one band
that no one has compared Idlewild to was
Idlewild. Why is this?
Well, the answer to that
will also answer the
question of how in the
hell you can compare
REM to Minor Threat:
because Idlewild sounds
like everyone! This
isn't bad if you are trying to be a great coverband, but to distinguish
yourself as a real rock
(or punk since that is
what they are supposed
to be classified as) band,
you have to actually

sound like, even the band. And the worst
of it all is that this fully Scottish rock
band does not have even one bagpipe on
the album, not one!
The band, made of frontman Roddy
Woomble, Bob Fairfoull on bass, Rod
Jones on guitar and Colin Newton slamming the drums, met at Edinburgh
University where they began playing
local gigs to gain a fanbase. Finally they
got some attention in the form of wellknown London Radio One DJ Steve
Lamacq, who helped the band put out
Captain in 1998. · 100 Broken Windows
wasn't going to be released in the US until SPIN magazine voted it the "best record you didn't hear" of 2000,
which immediately brought it flying across the Atlantic.
To be fair, the band does begin to grow on you after
repeated exposure, but the same could also be said for
mold. A few of the songs on 100 Broken Windows could
be seen on the radio, such as "Little Discourage" which
has some good riffs and
a rowdy sound or
"These Wooden Ideas"
which is a mellow, lyrically rich song. If
Idlewild can get themselves into a unique
sound and break away
from the musical melting pot they're in, it
wouldn't be a huge surprise to see them make
a real name for themselves in America. For
now, however, it would
be wiser to explore this
brit-rock
sensation
with the aid of everyone's favorite (free)
friend, Napster.

SCOTTISlJ ROCkERS
DON'T llVE up TO
lJVPE
FOREST CRUMPLER
STAFF WRITER

sound like something unique. Now, don't take this the
wrong way, these are four obviously talented musicians
with a decent ·career in their future, but the problem is
that they haven't found their niche in music and have
been pushed too soon. The music is way too repetitive
and the hooks aren't all that special, but the problem is
still that no one can decide what they are supposed to
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"Keeping the Faith"
Wednesday, April 11th
9~m

Cape Flonila Ballroom

"Meet the Parents''
Wednesday, April 18th
9~m
.
Cape Flon<Ia Ballroom
For more info call OSA@ .(407)823-6471,
or stop by SU 313.
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Steffi of tennis
5 Asian desert
9 Banquet
14 Queue
15 Bard's river
16 Jouster's
weapon
17 Wonder
19 Church
instrument
20 Singer Shannon
21 Repaired
23 Become weary
24 Galena and
mispickel
26 Actress Meyms
27 Bulk
28 Beeper
30 Disregard
32 Kind of mollusk
34 More tightly
p~cked

60
62
64
65
66
67
68
69

A Taylor
Powell's co-star
Pawns, e.g.
Lindstrom or
Zadora
Implores
Sauntering
Published
Tipper and Al
Former
superpower
Bring to closure
Second-largest
Hawaiian island
Melt
Cut into thin
pieces
Dam-building grp.
Jots
Private schools
Long for
Four six-packs
"_ Karenina"
Building addition
Part of BPOE
Some NCOs

1
2
3
4
5
6

DOWN
Elated
Coating of ice
Liken
Moroccan city
"_ People Play"
Baking chamber

38
39
40
41

42
44
46
48

49
52

53
54
55

57

4/11/01
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7 Slavery
8 Practical trainee
9 Mr. Ziegfeld
10 Made from mud
11 Ms. Dickinson
12 Head wrap
13 Credo
18 Green gems
22 Current flow
restrictors
25 Gun the engine
28 "_ Fiction"
29 Blue dye
30 Wrigley wall
covering
31 Turncoat
33 Defeats
35 Carrying off
undercover
36 "_kleine
Nachtmusik"
37 Tatters
40 Contemporary,
for short
43 Radio medium
44 One kind of
insurance

Assistant Director
Public Relations
Graphics
Judges and Awards
Promotions
Klng & Queen

Solutions
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53 Earlier Persian
contemporaries
56 Wine barrel
58 Airout
59 Gray and Candler
61 Form datum
63 Pas' mates

Skit Knight
Spirit Splash
Philanthropy
Carnival
Marketing
Parade

Applications due April 13th in SU 313.
,,,

I

HOl1N3"3Z
v l
N 0 /\ v
3

45 "Are
Lonesome
Tonight?"
47 Open ties
49 New York city
50 De-fleeced?
51 Beelzebub

For more info call 823-6471 or stop by OSA in. SU 313.
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Dirt continued from B-2

..

at the computer; I'd come up
with ideas, and he would see if
he could use it with the movie.
For example, in Tommy Boy
where Farley and I are singing
to the Carpenters and then end
up balling our eyes out. I
would tell him what I was
thinking, and then he would
put that exactly on paper As
far as story and structure goes,
he's the brains; I couldn't go at
it with just a blank sheet of
paper.

I

Staff: How were you able to
secure guys like Dennis
Miller and Chris Walken?

..

. DS: It was a problem. Dennis
Miller did me a huge favor,
cramming it all in one day and
doing it really cheap. He's
always been a good guy to me.
Christopher Walken we couldn't afford; we paid for him out
of our own pockets. It was like
an investment. If casting him
will help my movie, then I
have no problem with that.
And I won't even beat up the
studio about it. After the fir.st
test screening, it went so well
that the studio sent me a check
[for reimbursement].

Staff: Let me ask the ubiquitous frat boy question: what
is the Playboy Mansion like?
DS: Well, ya know, you don't
want . to be "Joe Playboy
MaQ.sion." You'll turn into
Corey Feldman or Scott Baio .
. There is a point in your life
when you can actually go
there when you want--and
then you realize you really
don't [want to]. It has too
· much of a rap. It's not all hot
- tubs.

- - - - - - - - COMMUNICATIONS S T O R E S - - - - - - - -

-

ORLANDO
2S14 E. Colonial Or.
(across from Fashion Square Mall)
407-894-5770
7720 S. Orange Blossom Trai
(corner at OBT and Sand Lake Rd.)
407-851-9040
Fashion Square Mall Kiosk
{near food C:OOO)
407-351-9040

KISSIMMEE
Cell City

ALTAMONTE SPRINGS
440 E. Altamonte Ot

407-831-4664
Altamonte Springs Maw Kiosk
{near food court)
OVIEDO
8155 Red Bug Lake Rd.
(across from Oviedo Marketpia(;e)
407.;)65-4949

LAKELAND
Lakeland Square Mall Kiosk
{near food court)
94Hl5~2843

DAYTONA
2475 Intl. Speedway Blvd.
(Volusia A~e. i1 the Home Oepor
Sl!opping Center)
904-226-8000

MELBOURNE
1406 W. New Haven Aw.
(jlsl wt al Melbollne SiJBt Mal on
Rt 192)

:0984-0320

LEESBURG
Leesburg Square Mall Kiosk
(neai lood court)
Stora Hoors:
M-F
9-8

Sat.

1H

Sun.

12~

~

Open Regular MaB HOtrS

AUTHORIZED RETAILERS -

407·518-1994
OCOEE
Cell City
407-877-1t66
ORLANDO
The Beeper Oullel

-407-381-909!
Fist Class CornrtuDticlns
407-43U990

Freddy's Beepers Bi Cellular
407426-9507
lnteinational CeBular
407-599-5222
Ouantek Celkilar
407-522-9292
Security~

407-895-5700
SI/perTel
<407-736-1288

TelNelofORnlo
407-294-1234

Subject to terms of Cellular Service Agreement and Price Plans. Credit approval requied. S175 early termination fee. CDMA Web Enabled phone reqwed. All cals subject to taxes. tolls and other charges.
Available where compatible digital s~ice is provided. Two-way messagin~ requires a ~~~ ~3:J>~e .wi!e.1e~. 1>!1~!- ~~-"!~t .~ ~~~ased separately. ©2001 Verizon Wireless

Jojo, you're not really a virgin!

•

•

This is one of Mikey's pranks!

Felicia ...
l'M A VIRGIN,
D@MMIT!

Okay, let's review... (a) you're a jock, you're
smart, and you're good-looking (b) Every girl
l knew in high school wanted to date you and
(c) you're friends with Mikey! I mean, c'mon,
even Felix isn't a virgin ...

11

I think it's the whole
l've-never-had-sex-before' 1
thing ..
But everyone in high school.
I mean .. we all thought..
Jojo, you're supposed
to be a ladies man!

Felix
by
Steve
McCain
@2001

•

•

You know how much I loved
Tracy. I mean, I thought I
was gonna marry the girl.
We wanted to wait ..

•
•

Nq matter

how you look at

if. ..

'

You're going to love TIVOLI
•

3&4
2
µuG£t,, A arfmen-.>+
Bedroom Luxury p

..

COMMUNITY
t;.

•

•

• Ample Parking
• Fifness Cen+er
• Volleyball/BQSke+ball
* Pool & Gazebo
* Gian+ Horne TheQfer

APARTMENT~
* Privafe Ba+h Per Bedroom

•Walk-In Close+s ·
* Ceiling Fans _
• Monitored Alarms
* Ethernet &Cable In Every Room
• Washer/Dryer

TemJlararily Leasing Nex+
To UC7 Theaters ·

321-765-1111
~
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HJ'ltntlai Atl1,,an.tage™

Ac'CENT

Only

s5I 988
. ·

loaded w/standard features

·owest
Interest

ates &
Highest
Tr de-Ins
Ever.
HvunoR1 uri1v1ns:t
10 YEAR, 100,000 .MILE
POWERTRAIN WARRANTY!!
5 YEAR, 60,000 MILE
BUMPER TO BUMPER WARRANTY!!

I T

New '01

I U T y1

Only

ELANTRA
auto, a/c, stereo and more!

s9J 9 8 8

2 GREAT LOCATIONS· SAME LOW PRICE
PICK THE ONE CLOSEST TO YOU!
BOB

DANCE- HYUNDAI.

BOB

DANCE

HYUNDAI

407-578-5337
All Prices After Factory Rebate and Owner Loyalty Incentive. Plus tax & Tag Subject to prior sale.
l

